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FOREWORD BY THE MANAGER

In the assessment of ambitious goals of greening
the European Union and Lithuania, combating climate
change, and creating a cleaner and healthier
environment, VIPA plans to offer new affordable financial
solutions and investment platforms for sustainable
investment projects that create the country's prosperity
in the upcoming 2022-2024 period. Given that market
failure may reduce investment and that the economic
growth may be slower than the rate which would be costeffective in the future, VIPA will continue to promote the
implementation of financial instruments and their scope
in public infrastructure and state priority areas.
In light of the fact that joint actions by all
institutions are crucial to tackling climate change and
pursuing goals of the Paris Agreement, VIPA strengthens
social responsibility in all strategic areas - the society,
customers and employees. Having the aim of developing
sustainable development practices, VIPA has taken
proactive action and strengthened internal compliance preparedness in the areas of environment,
social responsibility and good governance (ESG).
By cooperating with customers and partners, we contribute to the development of viable
and sustainable projects. We set ourselves the goal of increasing customer and partner satisfaction
with our services and becoming a recognized partner both nationally and internationally. We plan
to spread VIPA's credibility by focusing on our customers and partners: sharing experience,
ensuring transparent management and ethical relationships, optimizing internal processes,
implementing corruption prevention measures and strengthening human competencies.

CEO

Gvidas Dargužas
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SUMMARY OF THE STRATEGIC PLAN FOR 2022-2024
The strategic plan of VIPA for 2022 – 2024 presents the company’s mission, vision, the goals
set and pursued, indicators for measuring their achievement, the impact of external factors and
possible barriers to VIPA activities. The strategy also discloses the planned expansion of VIPA’s
lines of business, its planned financing mechanisms and the raising of private funds.
The strategy has been drafted in light of the shareholder’s expectation to pursue
recognition in the national and international markets as well as stakeholder satisfaction with VIPA
as a reliable financial partner and provider of financial instruments through its managed funds and
financial initiatives.

Increase and improve the growth and
optimization of public infrastructure
in Lithuania by ensuring rational
access to financial instruments

Reliable strategic partner to
the State of the Republic of
Lithuania and investors

Promotion and
development of the
sustainable investment
environment

VIPA’s strategic activity plan for 2022–2024 (hereinafter – the Strategic Plan) was prepared
in accordance with the Strategic Planning and Strategic Management Guidelines approved by the
Ministry of Economy and Innovation of the Republic of Lithuania and the Description of the
Procedure of Implementation of State Property and Non-property Rights in State-Owned
Enterprises approved by Resolution No. 665 of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania of 6
June 2012 “Regarding the Approval of the Description of the Procedure of Implementation of State
Property and Non-property Rights in State-Owned Enterprises”.
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1. DESCRIPTION OF VIPA’S ACTIVITIES
1.1. PURPOSE OF VIPA’S ACTIVITIES
VIPA is a state financial institution established by the state (the Ministry of Finance has
been implementing rights and duties of the sole shareholder) operating since April 2013 and also
acting as a national promotional institution since 20181. The aim of the four national promotional
institutions (hereinafter – NPIs) operating in Lithuania is to conduct incentive financing activities
in the areas where financing is inadequate and / or non-optimal under market conditions, seeking
to ensure financially viable and efficient investments, and to contribute to the economic, social
and regional development of the state.
VIPA has been operating as an NPI in the areas of development of urbanized territories and
territories undergoing urbanization, renovation and development of housing and objects of public
infrastructure or public interest infrastructure, and promotion of energy efficiency2.
VIPA implements and administers financial instruments in the area of public services and
public interest in pursuit of profitable activities without maximizing profits.
Table 1. Key data

Name
Headquarters address
Telephone
E-mail
Authorized capital
Legal form
Period of operation
Company code
VAT code
Administrator of the Register
of Legal Entities
Articles of Association

Private Limited Liability Company Public Investment Development
Agency
Lukiškių g. 2, Vilnius
8 5 203 4 977
info@vipa.lt
31 001 129,76 Eur
Private limited liability company, private legal entity of limited civil
liability
Unlimited
303039520
The company is not a VAT payer
State Enterprise Centre of Registers
Registered in the Register of Legal Entities on 11 April 2013; an
amendment to the Articles of Association was registered in the
Register of Legal Entities on 9 August 2021

1

The private limited liability company Public Investment Development Agency has been a national
promotional institution since 3 December 2018 by Decision No. 241 – 268 of the Supervisory Authority of the
Bank of Lithuania.
2
Resolution No. 1046 of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania of 17 October 2018 “On the Delegation
to Perform Activities of a National Promotional Institution”
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1.2. KEY FINANCIAL INDICATORS
By its activities, VIPA has pursued a sustainable growth and well-balanced operations rather
than profit maximization, thus it has no profitability indicators set.
Till the end of 2021, VIPA’s activities were funded from:
1. the earned management fee for performing the functions of a fund of funds and a
manager of financial instruments;
2. the earned management fee for performing the functions of a financial
intermediary in administering the JESSICA Holding Fund;
3. revenue from interests (loans issued from VIPA’s equity), loan agreement
conclusion/ administration fee, default interest;
4. revenue from investment activities (investments in government securities);
5. technical support funds used to compensate the costs incurred by VIPA in the
implementation of special obligations: administering 3 repayable subsidy measures
financed from ESI funds and a municipal grant facility3;
6. other activities.
Figures 1-3 below illustrate the dynamics of VIPA’s revenue, net profit and EBITDA in 20142020. It should be noted that the calculation of financial indicators of VIPA does not take into
account the funds of funds managed by VIPA and financial instruments acting as separate public
sector entities. It should also be noted that VIPA does not earn any income from the
implementation of the repayable subsidy and municipal grant measures, and the technical support
funds cover the expenses incurred.

Figure 1. VIPA’s revenue growth in 2015-2021

* forecasted indicators in 2021

3

In administering 3 repayable subsidy measures of ESI Funds (No. 05.3.2-VIPA-T-024 “Development of wastewater
collection networks”, No. 04.3.1-VIPA-T-113 “Renovation of state-owned buildings (II)” and No. 04.3.1-VIPA-V-101
“Renovation of state-owned buildings”), VIPA carries out the following functions: coordinates project selection criteria,
plans of implementation of the measures and descriptions of project financing conditions, assesses applications and
administers contracts under the measures: coordinates project procurement plans, checks the completed project
procurement procedures, verifies applications for payments under the projects, prepares and approves cost
declarations, investigates violations and conducts on-the-spot checks of projects (as provided for in Resolution No. 528
of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania). Technical support (EU and SB funds) has been received for the
administration of measures.
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The management fee for the funds of funds / financial instruments being managed
comprises the major share of VIPA’s revenue.
Revenue from the management of the Multi-Apartment Building Modernization Fund
accounts for the major share in the company’s revenue structure, thus the dynamics of the fund’s
payments for investments also resulted in revenue fluctuations in 2015-2021. The main reasons for
revenue fluctuations were: the cyclical nature of multi-apartment building modernization
projects, the changing conditions of the multi-apartment building modernization programme,
challenges related to changes in financial instruments, long project implementation period (about
36 months from the initiative to the completion of the modernization), etc.
Profitability indicators have changed for various reasons (see net profit and EBITDA graphs
below), including active actions in the development of new initiatives, investments in operational
efficiency, revenue delays described above, the growing number of employees, etc. The natural
cycle of the implementation of new financial instruments results in high costs incurred at the
beginning of the development of a financial instrument, while revenue materializes after 2-3 years
at the least. During the period of the implementation of this strategy, the plan is to increase
disbursement flows by the activities being implemented, namely, the Energy Efficiency Fund
(ENEF), the Water Management Fund (WMF), the Cultural Heritage Fund (CHF), the Municipal
Buildings Fund (MBF) and the limited partnership Tvariųjų Išteklių Plėtros Skatinimas (hereinafter
-TIPS). Table 8 presents information on the actions planned to be implemented.
Since 2019, profitability indicators have been growing as a result of increased flow of loan
disbursements (performance-based management fee criterion). VIPA’s activities are profitable and
it pays dividends to the shareholder (the state). According to plans, VIPA will continue to be
profitable in the future.
Figure 2. Profit dynamics in 2015-2021
NET PROFIT, EUR thousand
654

2015

424

2016

235

2017
2018
2019

70
258
776

2020

699

2021

* indicators forecasted in 2021
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Figure 3. EBITDA dynamics in 2015-2021
EBITDA, EUR thousand
2015

820

2016

574

2017
2018

373

155

2019

469

2020

1 085

2021

1 050

* indicators forecasted in 2021

In addition to the direct appointment to manage the funds of individual financial instruments
or funds of funds, VIPA has successfully performed the following fundraising activities since 2017:
➢ in 2017, loan agreements between VIPA and the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD) were signed, which provided financing for activities of the Multiapartment Building Modernization Fund (ABMF);
➢ in 2018, VIPA established the Energy Efficiency Financing Platform together with AB
Energijos Skirstymo Operatorius (ESO) (the name of the platform was changed to Tvariųjų
išteklių plėtros skatinimas (English: Promoting Development of Sustainable Resources) in
2021) to finance various energy efficiency projects raising an investment of EUR 10 million
(in 2021, ESO was replaced by another investor - the European Energy Efficiency Fund);
➢ in 2018, a loan agreement was signed by VIPA and the Ministry of Finance for EUR 68
million, issuing “green” bonds on the basis of this loan, which were awarded the highest
"green" index by the Moody's rating agency;
➢ in 2019, a loan agreement of EUR 100 million was signed by VIPA and the Ministry of
Finance for conducting activities of the Multi-apartment Building Modernization Fund
(increasing the loan amount to EUR 167.5 million in 2020);
➢ in 2019, a loan agreement was signed with the European Investment Bank for the
implementation of the objectives of the Energy Efficiency Financing Platform for EUR
12.5 million (with a possibility to increase it to EUR 25 million);
➢ in 2021, a loan agreement for EUR 67.5 million was signed by VIPA and ERPB for conducting
the activities of the ABMF.
VIPA plans to continue to engage in active fundraising. In 2021, it started negotiating with
the Council of Europe Development Bank for raising funds for higher education and vocational
training institutions.

1.3. VIPA’S GOVERNANCE
VIPA’s management bodies:
➢ General meeting of shareholders;
➢ Supervisory Board;
➢ Board;
➢ CEO.
8
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VIPA is managed at two levels – the Supervisory Board, which carries out supervisory and
control functions, and the Board, which carries out decision-making functions. Such a division of
functions is in line with international and national corporate governance principles,
recommendations of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the
Baltic Institute of Corporate Governance (BICG) to Lithuania on increasing the independence,
transparency and efficiency of state-owned enterprises. The approved structure and composition
of VIPA's management bodies ensures a proper organizational and management structure, internal
business processes and an effective risk management system in line with the specifics, scope and
purpose of activities conducted by VIPA. Provisions regarding the selection, appointment and
dismissal of members of the bodies enshrined in legal acts governing VIPA’s activities applicable
by supervisory authorities help to ensure that when selecting members, their experience,
qualifications and reputation are assessed. VIPA’s internal documents govern the activities of the
management bodies, while member performance and result evaluation reports are used to account
for their performance results.
The General Meeting of Shareholders is the supreme management body of VIPA. Written
decisions adopted by the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Lithuania (as the sole shareholder)
are treated as decisions of the General Meeting of Shareholders.
The Supervisory Board is a collegial body supervising the company’s activities, consisting of
5 (five) members, 3 of which are independent members. The General Meeting of Shareholders
elects the Supervisory Board for the term of office of 4 years. The Supervisory Board is headed by
the Chairperson elected from among its members.
Table 2. VIPA’s Supervisory Board
Name, surname

Place of employment

Start of the term
of office

Lina Liubauskaitė

Head of the Economic Policy Group at the Office of the
Government of the Republic of Lithuania

12 11 2021

Irma Patapienė
Aurimas Maždžierius
Kristina Navickienė

Senior Adviser of the Investment Department of the
Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Lithuania
Founder and CEO of CARGOBIKE LT, sustainable mobility
solutions for cities
Chief Financial Officer of one of the companies in Atea
Group

12 11 2021
12 11 2021
12 11 2021

The Supervisory Board ensures the representation of interests of the company and its
shareholders, its accountability to the shareholder, objective and impartial supervision of the
activities of VIPA and its management bodies, and the provision of recommendations.

Key functions of VIPA’s Supervisory Board:
➢ discusses and approves the business strategy, analyses and evaluates information on
the implementation of the business strategy, and submits this information to the General Meeting
of Shareholders;
➢ elects Board members and removes them from office. If the company operates at a
loss, the Supervisory Board considers the suitability of members of the Board to hold the office;
➢ considers and approves the nomination of a candidate offered by the CEO to take the
post of the head of the Internal Audit Service or the internal auditor, when the Internal Audit
Service is not established;
➢ supervises over the activities of the Board, the CEO and the Deputy CEO;
9
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➢ provides the General Meeting of Shareholders with feedback and / or proposals on the
draft business strategy of the Company and the performance indicators planned to be achieved in
the strategic period;
➢ provides the General Meeting of Shareholders with feedback and proposals regarding
a decision on the allocation of dividends for a period shorter than the financial year, the set of
interim financial statements compiled for adopting the decision and the drafted interim report;
➢ makes proposals to the Board and the CEO to repeal their decisions that contradict
laws and other legal acts, the articles of association of the company or decisions of the General
Meeting of Shareholders;
➢ evaluates and submits proposals on draft policies of the company in the areas of
internal control, risk management and key compliance regulation areas, and establishes and
controls an acceptable level of operational risk (risk appetite).
The Board of the company is a collegial management body of the company consisting of
5 (five) members, 2 (two) employees of the company and 3 (three) independent members who
meet the independence criteria set out in the description of the selection of members of the
Board. The Supervisory Board elects the Board for a 4-year term of office. The Board elects the
Chair of the Board from among its members.
On 25 April 2021, 4 (four) members of the Board were appointed temporarily.
Table 3. VIPA’s Board members
Name, surname

Place of employment

Start of the term
of office

Gvidas Dargužas
Kristina Vaskelienė
Raimonda Lauraitytė

CEO of VIPA
Business Development Director of VIPA
Financial Management Director of VIPA

25 04 2021
25 04 2021
25 04 2021

The Board ensures the implementation of the company’s strategy, proper management
of the company taking into account interests of the shareholder, compliance with the laws and
provisions of internal policies of the company, and establishes respective risk management and
control measures.

Key functions of the Board:
The Board considers and approves:
➢ annual reports of the company;
➢ interim reports of the company;
➢ corporate governance structure of the company and job positions of its employees;
➢ job positions where employees are recruited by way of competition;
➢ regulations of branches and representative offices of the company;
➢ policies of the company in the areas of internal control, risk management and key
compliance regulation areas.
The Board adopts the following decisions:
➢ establishes the procedure of competition to take the post of the CEO of the company,
appoints and removes the CEO of the company from office, sets his salary (upon the approval/
decision of the shareholder), other employment contract conditions, approves his job description,
motivates him and imposes penalties;
➢ decisions regarding the company becoming the founder of or a participant in other
legal entities;
10
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➢ decisions regarding establishing company’s branches and representative offices or
terminating their activities; appointing and removing their managers from office;
➢ decisions regarding the investing, transfer or lease of non-current assets of the carrying
value higher than 1/20 (one twentieth) of the company’s authorized capital (calculating separately
for each type of transaction);
➢ decisions on the pledge and mortgage of the company’s non-current assets of the
carrying value higher than 1/20 (one twentieth) of the company’s authorized capital (calculating
the total transaction amount);
➢ decisions on surety or guarantee of discharge of obligations of other persons in the
amount higher than 1/20 (one twentieth) of the company’s authorized capital;
➢ decisions on acquiring non-current assets at a price higher than 1/20 (one twentieth)
of the company’s authorized capital;
➢ other decisions falling within the competence of the Board in accordance with the Law
on Companies or attributed by decisions of the General Meeting.
The CEO of VIPA, who is also a member of the Board, is responsible for organizing daily
activities, internal management, the implementation and support of internal controls and risk
management measures, personnel recruitment and other functions related to daily operational
matters.
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VIPA’S ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
VIPA’s governance principles and organizational structure comply with the requirements of
national legislation, the OECD Guidelines for Good Governance, and the principles of good
governance for the private financial sector and international NPIs. In 2021, VIPA implemented
changes in the organizational structure focused on long-term structural planning, business growth,
proper internal control, proper separation of functions, comprehensive compliance with risks, data
management and other regulatory requirements with the help of the European Commission (DG
REFORM).
The organizational structure of VIPA consists of the following structural divisions: internal
auditor, the CEO, directors of the respective (functional) areas, who coordinate and are
responsible for the following:
➢ business development (creation and implementation of financial instruments/ services)
and marketing;
➢ financial management, planning and monitoring;
➢ risk management and control;
➢ corporate governance and legal conformity.
Departments and divisions have been divided by areas of functions delegated to them.
Figure 4. VIPA’s organizational structure at the end of 2021

At the end of 2021, VIPA had 77 employees (Figure 5 illustrates the change in the number of
employees) (6 of whom were on parental leave), the average age of VIPA employees is 37.7 years.
Employee turnover rate was 7.8% in 2021 (first half). VIPA provides equal opportunities for
employment, successful work and leadership opportunities for employees of all ages, genders and
backgrounds.
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Figure 5. Change in the number of employees
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The majority of employees in the organization are women - 65 percent, while men account
for 35 percent. Women predominate by gender in terms of the number of employees in executive
positions, accounting for 72 percent of executives (while men account for 28 percent).
The majority of employees in the organization are women - 61 percent, while men account
for 39 percent (see Figure 6). Women predominate by gender in terms of the number of employees
in executive positions, accounting for 67 percent of executives, while men in executive positions
account for 33 percent (see Figure 7).

Out of 75 employees of VIPA, 9% are senior executives, the CEO, the internal auditor,
Director of Business Development, Director of Law and Corporate Governance, Director of
Financial Management, and Director of Risk Management and Quality, and 14% are middle-level
executives. Project managers, IT employees, risk management experts / analysts account for the
major share of VIPA’s employees, making up 42% of all VIPA’s employees.

Figure 8. Enployees by categories, %
13
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The distribution of employees by their term of office shows that the majority of employees
(20 of them) were hired in the last years. These employees account for 29% of all employees.
Employees working for more than 4 years make up 30% of all employees.

Figure 9. Lenght of service employees, %
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1.4. KEY VIPA’S ACTIVITIES
The following are the key VIPA’s activities:
1. VIPA implements incentive financial
instruments and subsidy measures
promoting and supplementing them from
various
sources
of
financing.
It
implements them directly, through
financial intermediaries, investment
platforms or by other means;
2. VIPA forms a flow of financially viable
projects. It does this not only by advising
project promoters, but also by making
proposals and providing expert assistance
to institutions and bodies, initiating
actions to improve the investment
environment;
3. VIPA attracts private and public funds to
finance projects in the areas where
financing is inadequate and / or nonoptimal under market conditions;
4. VIPA provides grants and subsidies in accordance with the decisions adopted by the
Government of the Republic of Lithuania regarding the areas of investment of state
funds.
Other functions of VIPA:
1. makes proposals and provides expert assistance to institutions and bodies under its
competence in order to improve the investment environment and access to financing
for project promoters;
2. assesses the need for incentive financing;
3. participates in drafting investment strategies of incentive financial measures and in
monitoring of the effectiveness and impact of investments;
4. disseminates or enhances experience of provision and administration of financial
services by initiating or conducting projects for the dissemination of experience and
participating in them;
5. carries out other functions, which are necessary to achieve the goals of the NPI.
In order to increase scopes of energy efficiency and renewable energy projects and financing
opportunities for these projects, VIPA has developed a platform for financing sustainable projects
together with the attracted investor the European Energy Efficiency Fund (hereinafter - EEEF),
which has operated on the basis of the activities of the LP Tvariųjų išteklių plėtros skatinimas
(hereinafter - TIPS). TIPS, whose main objective is to finance sustainable investments by
contributing to the mitigation of the direct effects of climate change, is a continuation of the
investment platform established on the initiative of VIPA back in 2018, the activities of which
were temporarily suspended due to the withdrawal of the sole investor AB Energijos Skirstymo
Operatorius.
Acting on behalf of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania, VIPA has committed to
invest EUR 20 million in the Three Seas Initiative Investment Fund as a representative of the state
of Lithuania, and has become a full-fledged member of this fund. Lithuania’s participation in the
15
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activities of this fund increases the possibilities of financing national infrastructure projects,
strengthens the Euro-Atlantic partnership and cooperation with the countries of Central and
Eastern Europe and its neighbours.

VIPA’s BUSINESS MODEL
Figure 10 illustrates VIPA’s business model.
Figure 6. VIPA’s operating scheme

VIPA develops and implements sustainable and effective financial instruments that
contribute to the prevention of climate change in areas of national importance. Figure 11
illustrates sectoral priorities of VIPA activities.
Figure 7. Sectoral priorities of VIPA’s activities
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In implementing its operational priorities, VIPA takes into account the priorities of the
Government and ministries of the Republic of Lithuania, analyses the market and proposes
financial instruments in areas of public interest that have the need for long-term financing.
By the end of 2021, VIPA managed 5 funds under agreements of establishment and financing
of funds of funds signed with ministries, 1 incentive financial instrument, 1 investment platform
acting as a limited partner, implemented 3 repayable subsidies and 1 grant instrument, and
implemented 2 instruments acting as a financial intermediary.
After the lockdown was imposed in Lithuania at the beginning of 2020, VIPA carried out a
detailed assessment of its activities and its managed financial instruments, prepared an action
plan and potential risk management measures in case existing and future VIPA customers and
partners face financial difficulties. VIPA paid special attention to close cooperation with project
promoters, engaging in ex-ante monitoring, and was prepared to promptly respond to any
difficulties.
In order to ensure the growing need for financing public infrastructure and public interest
projects, VIPA has consistently increased the scope of funding for public infrastructure financing.
The total amount of pooled funds increased by 16% during the year and totalled EUR 680.5 million
at the end of QIV 2020, which was 2.1 times more compared to the funds pooled at the end of
2017. Table No 4 presents information on the status of implementation of these measures.
Figure 8. Growth in funds pooled by VIPA in financial instruments in 2017-2021, EUR million
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A significant part of VIPA's activities is raising funds, which VIPA actively started in
2016, developing partnerships at the national and international levels. The funds raised
by the end of 2021 have been used to finance a greater number and variety of public
infrastructure projects:
➢ 150 projects of modernization of multi-apartment buildings were financed for
EUR 50 million from EBRD loan funds;
➢ 160 projects of modernization of multi-apartment buildings will be financed
for EUR 68 million from funds of the emission of green bonds4;

4

In April 2018, the Ministry of Finance issued green bonds and on-lent these funds to VIPA for financing multiapartment building projects.
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➢ an agreement was signed with the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of
Lithuania for a loan of EUR 167.5 million5, which will be used to finance
projects of modernization of ~ 372 multi-apartment buildings;
➢ an agreement was signed for a loan of EUR 67.5 million to finance projects of
modernization of multi-apartment buildings;
➢ VIPA raised an investment of EUR 10 million in the TIPS investment platform
for financing various projects for increasing energy efficiency and promoting
renewable energy from the EEEF;
➢ the EIB provided a loan of EUR 12.5 million to the TIPS investment platform;
➢ the selected financial instrument manager AB Šiaulių Bankas additionally
contributed to the projects of financing of modernization of municipal public
buildings via the MBF from its equity (EUR 20 million).
The sum of the funds raised with partners by the end of 2020 totalled EUR 378
million. The sum of additionally raised funds in 2021 was EUR 456 million. Figure 13
illustrates a growth in the raised funds.
Figure 9. Growth in funds raised by VIPA in 2017-2021, EUR million
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5

The Council of Europe Development Bank issued a loan to the Ministry of Finance. These funds were on-lent to VIPA
for financing multi-apartment building projects.
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Table 4 presents information on the status of instruments implemented by VIPA at the end of 2021, analysing the main challenges of the
implementation of the instruments. Table 8 presents the key highlights of the implementation of these instruments and their implementation
plan in the 2022-2024 strategic period.
Table 4. Status of implementation of VIPA’s financial instruments at the end of 2021
SECTOR/
INSTRUMENT
YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT

FUNDS, EUR MILLION

INVESTMENT OF FUNDS,
EUR MILLION

ABMF

DNMF

Public: 74
Additionally raised: 353
(50+68+167,5 + 67,5)

Signed loan agreements:
363,2
Disbursed: 321,3

JESSICA

JESSICA

Public: 29,8

Signed loan agreements:
29,8
Disbursed: 29,5

Modernization of multiapartment buildings
•

•

Multi-Apartment
Building
Modernization Fund
(ABMF) (2015)
Financing projects of
the modernization of
multi-apartment
buildings through
JESSICA Control Fund
(financial
intermediation
agreement with EIB)
(2013)

STATUS AND CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTATION
Loans for projects are disbursed for up to 20 years, maturities of additionally
raised funds are of different duration, thus VIPA proactively manages the
portfolio to eliminate the risk of liquidity.
The project implementation and preparation for signing loan agreements is
uneven and seasonal: calls for applications are announced once per year;
managing the signing of a large number of loan agreements, checking and
paying disbursements, providing disbursement forecasts by different sources
of financing in a timely and proper manner is necessary.
Given the growing need for modernization of buildings, discussions have
been held on the long-term participation of VIPA in the modernization of
multi-apartment buildings.
Multi-apartment building modernization loans are a specific product that
requires huge non-standard information technology (IT) resources in the
areas of asset administration, initial knowledge of customer relationships
and data updating. VIPA has developed IT solutions that allow it to take full
advantage of financing opportunities provided by law, which cannot be
offered by other funders.
In QIII of 2021, VIPA signed the 1000th loan agreement.
The ABMF has been funded from a variety of sources. In 2015, VIPA has
signed an agreement with the Ministries of Finance and Environment, on the
basis of which VIPA was entrusted with the management of EUR 74 million.
The missing funding was additionally raised to finance the portfolio of
approved applications: a) signing a loan agreement for EUR 50 million with
the EBRD; b) a loan agreement was signed for EUR 68 million using the bonds
issued by the state in 2018; c) borrowing EUR 100 million in 2019 (in 2020,
the loan was increased to EUR 167.5 million); d) signing a EUR 67.5 million
loan agreement with the EBRD.
The plan is to sign the remaining loan agreements for approved applications
by Q4 of 2022.
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SECTOR/
INSTRUMENT
YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT

FUNDS, EUR MILLION
ENEF

Public: 29,4
Public central government Additionally raised: 54,4
buildings
• Energy Efficiency
Fund (2015)
Repayable subsidy
• Repayable
subsidy,
instrument No.
04.3.1-VIPA-V-101 Public: 78,9
and No. 04.3.1VIPA-T-113
• renovation of
dormitories of
schools of higher JESSICA
education and
vocational
Public: 15
training
institutions
through JESSICA
Control Fund
(financial
intermediation
agreement with
EIB) (2013)

INVESTMENT OF FUNDS,
EUR MILLION
ENEF
Signed loan agreements:
28,73
Disbursed: 7,36

Repayable subsidy
Signed agreements: 72,5
Disbursed: 4,69

JESSICA
Signed loan agreements:
11,7
Disbursed: 11,7
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STATUS AND CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTATION
In the 2014-2020 EU’s investment period, a financial instrument was created
to increase energy efficiency of public buildings for the first time. This is a
new experience for all public entities of Lithuania and VIPA itself.
The implementation of the fund of funds has faced challenges at different
levels. Some of them are related to behavioural and motivational
peculiarities, and some - to legal and administrative barriers: a slow
reorientation of public building managers from subsidies to the form of loan
financing and the lack of ownership of these projects; the extremely poor
condition of the buildings dictates a significant need for investment and
leads to the investment payback period of more than 20 years; the
complexity of the implementation of the ETPT model and the inexperience
and unreasonable expectations of all market participants.
The poor quality of the documents being prepared, especially energy audits,
leads to high project administration costs, forms the need to adjust each
project individually, to provide consultations to the owners of these
projects.
Many positive encouraging decisions were made in response of VIPA's
proposals to ministries: obligations were imposed on ministries to renovate
owned buildings, ensuring a “one-stop shop’ principle, by VIPA providing
both a subsidy for preparation of technical documentation, a loan and a
repayable subsidy.
VIPA’s initiative to focus on individual needs of each customer and to deepen
knowledge in specific sectors (the most successful examples have been in
the education, interior affairs and healthcare sectors) have proved
successful.
With the growing number of success stories, VIPA has strengthened product
awareness and added value.
Given the fact that the 2014-2020 EU financing period is coming to the end
and that all projects must be completed by the end of 2023, there is a risk
that project promoters will not be able to complete their projects on time,
thus according to estimates, a small share of projects may not be
implemented on time.
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SECTOR/
INSTRUMENT
YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT

Renovation of higher
education and vocational
training infrastructure
(2020)

FUNDS, EUR MILLION

VIPA’s equity: 7

INVESTMENT OF FUNDS,
EUR MILLION

Signed loan agreements
6,99
Disbursed: 1,69

Street lighting
•

Energy Efficiency
Fund (2015)

Awareness-raising of
cultural heritage objects
•

Cultural Heritage
Fund (2017)

Public: 1,6
Additionally raised: 4,5

Public: 5,2

Signed guarantee
agreements: 1,6

Signed loan agreements:
2,4
Disbursed: 1,76
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STATUS AND CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTATION
In 2021, 5 agreements were signed for EUR 6.99 million.
The instrument was created to be as flexible as possible, and is in high
demand. Some higher education projects that received funding from the 113
public building repayable subsidy facility (ENEF and RS) may receive
additional funding from this facility in case of a shortage of funds. Project
promoters may also make investments to improve energy efficiency of
buildings from other sources (e. g. ENEF), and have works of major repair
or reconstruction performed using the funding of this facility.
VIPA has provided guarantees for financing 3 projects and additional letters
of commitment to provide guarantees for 3 more municipal projects.
The start of the implementation of the instrument was encumbered by the
lack of inventory data on street lighting infrastructure and the need to
legalize the actual use of supports installed by ESO.
In order to manage borrowing limits, municipalities aim to implement street
lighting projects by way of VPSP. However, due to the lack of competencies
and experience in the field of VPSP, agreements for street lighting in the
form of VPSP have not yet been concluded. It takes at least three years from
the start of the project to the conclusion of an agreement with the private
partner, so the projects launched at the beginning of the instrument are
still in the VPSP partner selection stage.
Project management challenges were faced when planning projects,
namely, a significant depreciation of street lighting infrastructure,
inconsistency of the infrastructure with the actual urban development led
to the fact that the projects were not limited to the replacement of existing
lighting fixtures alone, the installation of new infrastructure was also
planned. This leads to a high need for investment and thus lower financial
capacity of municipalities to implement projects on a full scale.
VIPA has not been granted the status of a state guarantee provider,
therefore the monetary guarantee which VIPA offers to investors isn’t a
practical risk mitigating factor.
Since 2019 VIPA, together with Šiaulių Bankas, a financial intermediary
selected by way of public procurement, provides an opportunity to finance
projects for the renovation and awareness-raising of cultural heritage
objects. Cultural heritage infrastructure projects are funded by the CHF,
which has a budget of EUR 5.2 million.
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SECTOR/
INSTRUMENT
YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT

FUNDS, EUR MILLION

INVESTMENT OF FUNDS,
EUR MILLION

STATUS AND CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTATION
This small, niche tool is a financial innovation in the cultural sector. The
measure promotes the entrepreneurship of managers of cultural heritage
objects aiming for potential applicants to creatively and innovatively
implement the awareness-raising and improvement of cultural heritage
objects.
5 loan agreements were signed with the managers of cultural heritage
objects by the end of 2021.

Municipal public buildings
•

Public: 17
Municipal Building Additionally raised: 20
Fund (2017)

Water management
•
•

Water management fund

Public: 30
Water
management fund
(2019)
Repayable subsidy
Repayable
subsidy,
instrument No.
Public: 22,5
05.3.2-VIPA-T-024
(2019)

Green projects in
enterprises

Additionally raised: 22,5
VIPA capital: 2

Signed loan agreements:
11,7
Disbursed: 7,1

Water management fund
Signed loan agreements:
29,3
Disbursed: 5,5
Repayable subsidy
Signed agreements: 26,4
Disbursed: 2,9

Signed loan agreements:
3,7
Disbursed: 3
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The uniqueness of the municipal building fund is the asymmetric risk sharing
between the financial intermediary and the financial instrument managed
by VIPA, i. e. the first loss can be assumed by the fund. This scheme allowed
a financial intermediary not only to contribute its own funds (an additional
EUR 20 million) but also to offer competitive conditions to applicants.
For a long time, the municipalities stated that they were limited by the
borrowing procedure and rules, therefore the Ministry of Finance of the
Republic of Lithuania created favourable conditions for the municipalities
to implement projects: since 2019, a municipal grant has been provided to
ensure own contribution to projects, and in 2019, preconditions have been
created for the implementation of projects that reduce costs or increase
income in excess of the current year's borrowing limit. Moreover, since 2020,
municipalities have been able to get a subsidy for a part of the project.
These decisions enabled municipalities to plan energy efficiency projects.
The Water Management Fund and the refund subsidy instrument in the water
management sector are the most recent instruments created and launched
by VIPA in 2019. By these measures, the Ministry of Environment of the
Republic of Lithuania seeks to ensure that all agglomerations with more than
2 000 residents are equipped with adequate urban waste water collection
and treatment systems, as required by EU rules laid down in Directive on
urban waste water treatment (Council Directive 91/271 / EEC).
The main challenges in the water management sector are related to
financial viability of companies and the reform of the water management
sector implemented by the Ministry of Environment of the Republic of
Lithuania - ways are being sought to encourage companies to merge.
Companies implementing energy efficiency measures are a new group of
VIPA’s customers, therefore creating a customer base and identifying new
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SECTOR/
INSTRUMENT
YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT
•

FUNDS, EUR MILLION

INVESTMENT OF FUNDS,
EUR MILLION

customer reach channels is necessary. Moreover, the financing of the limited
partnership is provided at a market price, thus not all the customers find
the price of the services offered appealing.
The return required by LP investors, the price of loans forms a significant
part of the price of loans provided by LP funds, therefore it is not possible
to significantly reduce it.
In all financial instruments, the project flow gains pace relatively slowly,
leading to a relatively high share of administrative costs per loan in a certain
period of time.
An assessment of the priorities given by companies to the projects being
implemented shows that awareness of energy savings is still forming.

LP (2018)

The first product of the LP at the end of 2018 was intended for producing
consumers (a producing consumer is a natural or legal person who has an
installed power plant fired on renewable energy technologies and generates
electricity for its own needs). Upon a change in legal regulations, the
Ministry of Energy has made it easier for electricity consumers to become
remote producing consumers.
This has led to the development of renewable energy parks and the
intensification of developers' activities. As a result, at the end of 2019, VIPA
updating its financing procedure on the basis of which developers of
renewable energy sources can be funded.
Solutions for financing natural persons have been sought, assessing the
alternatives and analysing the opportunities to finance producing consumers
through mutual lending platforms.

Producing consumers
•

LP (2018)

Municipal grant (2016)

STATUS AND CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTATION

Public: 44

Signed agreements: 43,9
Disbursed: 35,3
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The Procedure for the Provision of Municipal Grants was updated by Order
No. 1K-2013 of the Minister of Finance of the Republic of Lithuania of 26
May 2016 “On the Provision and Repayment of Municipal Grants”; the
implementation of the municipal grant measure was entrusted to VIPA.
The municipal grants facility is intended for municipalities to ensure the
contribution of equity in projects implemented under measures financed by
EU investment funds.
This measure is very popular and successfully implemented, allows to reduce
municipal borrowing and therefore encourages borrowing for the
implementation of projects through financial instruments. If a municipality
that has received funds through a grant instrument does not implement
projects through financial instruments, the received grant funds must be
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INSTRUMENT
YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT

FUNDS, EUR MILLION

INVESTMENT OF FUNDS,
EUR MILLION

STATUS AND CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTATION
returned, thus VIPA tries to communicate this clearly to municipalities and
to encourage their participation in financial instruments.
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2. ANALYSIS OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
2.1. ANALYSIS OF INTERNAL FACTORS
VIPA’S VALUE CREATION CHAIN
The analysis of internal factors of VIPA has been conducted on the basis of VIPA value
creation chain (see Figure 14). The VIPA value creation chain reflects the key and administrative
business processes, their components and / or stages. The implementation and continuous
improvement of the key business processes, also their interaction with efficient administrative
processes ensures value creation for VIPA’s customers.
Identification and analysis of the core and administrative business processes allows
identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the organization and strengthening focus on results
when planning activities and implementing activities.

Administrative business processes

Figure 10. VIPA’s value creation chain
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KEY BUSINESS PROCESSES
Development of financial instruments, marketing communication, provision of financing6,
customer service and management of financial instruments. VIPA’s key processes are tightly
interconnected and create the greatest value and benefit. VIPA is responsible for the
implementation of these activities in two specialized departments with 6 subordinate divisions.
Assessment of received project applications of end beneficiaries and signing of agreements on financial
instruments (loans, guarantees)
6
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Key processes include sector analysis of financial instruments, preparation of conditions,
coordination with responsible authorities, selection of financial intermediaries, provision and
implementation of financing (including management and monitoring). At different stages of VIPA's
development, the company prioritized certain key business processes only, rather than focusing
on all of them. However, starting in 2020, a balanced focus has been given to all key business
processes. This helps to strengthen and consolidate VIPA's identity in the eyes of customers and
partners and to ensure VIPA's income. In the implementation of the key business processes, VIPA
faces challenges due to the lack of strong marketing and active financing promotion activities,
thus in 2021-2024, it will actively develop activities of the new Marketing and Communications
Department.
VIPA’s key business processes have been implemented in the sequence shown in VIPA’s
business process map (Figure 14). This means that each of the processes is strongly dependent on
the results of the previous process, for example, the quality and efficiency of marketing
communication has a direct impact on the results of the sale of financial instruments. Such
interaction and sequence of key processes results in VIPA’s revenue from core activities
materializing in the final phase of key processes, and these results are driven by all prior
processes.
When assessing the relationship between key processes and revenue, it is important to note
that the duration of processes has a significant impact. A financial instrument is a financial service
that is specific due to it being designated for a defined customer segment, for a particular
investment. VIPA's practice in creating financial instruments reveals that the process of "Creating
Financial Instruments" usually takes up to one year, and "Marketing Communication" and "Sale of
Financial Instruments" - from 6 months to 1 year. These process durations are the time necessary
for minimum work only, seeking to move to the next stage, but this does not mean that the first
three processes are completed and no longer carried out.
New financial instruments are developed faster through participation in project
programmes published by the European Commission (HORIZON, INTEREG, LIFE), in cooperation
with NPIs of other EU states and international financial institutions (e.g. EBRD, EIB, Council of
Europe Development Bank, etc.) and extensive experience of VIPA’s employees, but normally the
company starts generating revenue two years after the start of creation of instruments. This
relatively long development cycle of financial products poses financial challenges as revenue is
not generated in its early stages.
There are a lot of challenges relating to attracting financial intermediaries, as Lithuania
has a particularly concentrated market of financial specialists, dominated by Scandinavian capital
banks. VIPA is looking for cooperation opportunities with representatives of alternative financing
- specialized banks, credit unions, mutual and pooled financing platforms. In order to attract this
type of financial specialists to financing areas important to the state, we are actively working with
the Bank of Lithuania and policy makers to achieve more flexible operating conditions, for
example, the amendments adopted at the effort of VIPA and its partners in 2021 allows peer-topeer lending platforms to become VIPA’s financial intermediaries.
The key business processes and their identified implementation aspects allow to
realistically forecast the achievement and scopes of results, and to set clear priorities for each of
the financial instruments being implemented. This information is essential for VIPA’s strategic
planning and implementation activities.

ADMINISTRATIVE BUSINESS PROCESSES
Key VIPA’s activities are inseparable from administrative business processes, which include
the management of infrastructure, human resources, technology, finance and procurement, as
well as the raising of private funds. Administrative processes ensure an effective corporate
26
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governance and the functioning of the company, contributing to proper implementation of key
business processes.

VIPA’S GOVERNANCE, ADMINISTRATION, FINANCES AND RISK MANAGEMENT
➢ Governance principles. Corporate governance when more than 50% of members of the
Supervisory Board and the Board are independent, and their professional experience in various
areas provides professional assistance to the supervision and management of VIPA is in line with
the principles of good governance.
➢ Management and supervisory bodies properly perform the functions delegated to them,
engage in an advance strategic planning, supervision of implementation of the pursued strategic
indicators, monitoring the fulfilment of finance management, risk management, auditing and
compliance requirements, providing recommendations within their areas of responsibility.
Meetings of the Supervisory Board and the Board are held periodically in accordance with the set
annual plan of issues to be considered, thus ensuring transparent and effective management of
VIPA and comprehensive supervision of all areas of operations. However, some issues under
consideration are overlapping, thus we face an increased control and additional administrative
burden, and will pursue a proportionate sharing of functions in the future.
➢ Financial reporting and resource management. VIPA’s financial accounts are kept in
accordance with International Accounting Standards, while the managed holding funds and funds
of funds are accounted for in accordance with Public Sector Accounting Standards7. Financial
indicators are monitored, analysing their dynamics in order to maintain financial stability.
Analytical accounting is not fully automated, which increases the time spent and the likelihood of
human errors. More information on the management of financial resources is available in clause
3.3 of Section 3 of this Strategic Plan.
➢ Quality assurance and risk management. In 2019-2021, a particular attention was
paid to strengthening the compliance and processes of risk and internal control. The risk
identification and management system includes the monitoring, identification and management
of projects, financial and operational risks in VIPA's key business and administrative processes,
and is an integral part of internal control aimed at preserving value creation and reducing potential
losses. The system is based on three levels of management, starting with business divisions that
monitor risks at the project level, then - the Risk Management Department, which consists of
Credit Risk Management Division and Operational Risk Management Division, which monitor key
business processes and identify weaknesses, and the internal auditor, who assesses system
efficiency of internal control. The biggest challenges are related to change management, as VIPA's
growth and compliance with the best financial market standards requires investing in processes
and systems, changing employee attitudes and understanding, significant management support,
time, knowledge and resources. More relevant information is described in Sections 4-5 of this
Strategic Plan.
➢ Managing the legal environment and implementation of compliance requirements.
Although the risk of money laundering and terrorist financing is low due to the nature of VIPA's
activities, VIPA seeks to ensure compliance with the requirements of the Law on the Prevention
of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing and related legislation. To this end, in providing
financial services, VIPA conducts customer due diligence and assessment, monitors business
relationships and transactions, and implements international sanctions and partner sanctions if
they impose additional restrictions. VIPA periodically trains employees through external
consultants and holding internal training related to the implementation of procedures. VIPA has
used a money laundering and terrorist financing prevention expert to coordinate money laundering
7

Funds of funds operate as separate legal entities for accounting purposes
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and terrorist financing issues. In developing its IT, VIPA plans to purchase tools that will allow to
collect and store customer information more conveniently. VIPA periodically reviews policies and
procedures, updates and controls processes to ensure a reliable management of risks related to
the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing. More information on compliance is
provided in Sections 6 - 8 of this Strategic Plan.

RAISING INVESTMENT AND FINANCING
➢ Raising investment and financing. This process has an important relation with the
main processes of sale and management of financial instruments, as the basis for raising private
funds is the formation of a flow of financially viable projects or the creation of conditions for the
formation of a flow of projects in the nearest future. In order to maintain this good practice, the
aim is to negotiate with international, institutional and private investors with as much project
data as possible, which allows to speed up fundraising processes (compatibility and negotiation of
conditions, detailed inspection). Pursuant to the 2017-2020 Structural Reform Support Programme
administered by the European Commission's Directorate-General for Structural Reform (REFORM
GD) established in accordance with Regulation (EU) 2017/825, having implemented the project
“Organizational Capacity Building Support to the Lithuanian Public Investment Development
Agency” aimed at initiating and implementing VIPA’s structural changes, evaluating the best
management practices and processes of financial institutions and NPIs, additional specialized
treasury activities were created at VIPA that will also make a significant contribution to more
efficient fundraising and management. In addition, in order to meet shareholder expectations,
the aim is to identify as many sources of financing as possible available on the market and to
assess them objectively on the basis of certain criteria in order to select the most objectively
efficient and appropriate method and source. In 2022-2024, VIPA will seek to raise funds to finance
new projects and areas not only through loans, but also through securities. In Lithuania, such
financing faces challenges, therefore VIPA actively participates in legislative initiatives for the
development of capital markets and sustainable financing.

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
➢ Human resources. Organizational structure is approved and additional human
resources are formed according to VIPA’s areas of business and development plans. VIPA’s Board
approves changes to the organizational structure with the approval of the Supervisory Board and
the Ministry of Finance as the managing institution in accordance with the Rules of Administration
of the Investment Action Programme of the European Union Funds for 2014–2020 approved by
Resolution No 1090 of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania of 3 October 2014 “Regarding
the Approval of the Rules of Administration of the Investment Action Programme of the European
Union Funds for 2014–2020” regarding proper functioning of the management and control system.
The process of changing the organizational structure or approving additional posts often takes
time, as it must also be approved with other parties. When selecting employees, their
competencies, knowledge, work experience, professional skills, attitudes, motivation, a set of
personal qualities and subject-specific competencies are evaluated comprehensively. The
selected employees are presented with VIPA’s vision, mission, goals, values, strategic goals,
forming a common perception of personnel about the contribution that their personal performance
has on the achievement of organization’s results. Constant discussions of works are held and the
problems emerged are analysed in a team, thus increasing employee involvement. Employee
motivation is associated with the company’s performance. The company has a two-component
remuneration system: fixed and variable component based on results of the organization,
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department and personal performance, for setting the monthly salary component. The
remuneration system also provides for other motivational measures. There is a drafted annual
training plan, creating appealing conditions for all employees to continuously improve and develop
their competencies. Necessary competencies are developed, ensuring substitutability of key
positions. VIPA's area of operations is attractive in the labour market, but is not easy to understand
and often requires employees with specific knowledge, who are hard to find in the labour market,
or they are absent altogether, and financial possibilities often do not match either. VIPA manages
its human resources pursuant to the following principles: we invest in the development of
professional competencies of our employees, offer attractive employment conditions and provide
with the necessary supplies, encourage their participation in international projects and share best
international inter-institutional practice. In strategic planning, we assess the status and
importance of human resources for the organization. Proper human resource management helps
the organization to operate successfully, to increase employee productivity, and to pursue
organizational goals.

MANAGING TECHNOLOGY
➢ Managing technology. In order to improve the efficiency of processes of administration
of funds managed by VIPA and to prepare for the implementation of VIPA’s development prospects
in the future, the plan is to significantly modernize VIPA’s information system for managing
financial instruments, including additional functions for fund administrators, business partners,
current and future customers. With increasing amounts of administered information, the plan is
to also expand the company's IT infrastructure with new information systems, including the Fund
and Investment Administration System, the Business Intelligence Tools, and the Internal Process
and Document Management Platform. In order to structure the achievement of these goals, market
consultations and analyses were performed, and long-term public procurement agreements were
concluded with the providers of the required services. In the face of growing cyber threats
worldwide, we will strive to increase the security of VIPA-managed information and business
processes. To this end, VIPA has implemented the international information security management
standard ISO27001, periodically assessing IT risks and threats, conducting VIPA information system
hacking tests, and, having received results, improving the resilience of VIPA’s information systems
to cyber threats. With the expansion of the IT sector and tasks, preparing new and extending the
existing IT management orders and procedures, implementing the best practices in the field of IT
and information security management.

PROCUREMENT
➢ Arranging procurement procedures. VIPA has the status of a contracting authority,
thus when procuring goods, services or works, it must follow the Law on Public Procurement of
the Republic of Lithuania (hereinafter - the Public Procurement Law) (a general legal act
regulating the procedure of managing and holding public procurement, including the performance
of public purchase – sale contract and dispute settlement procedure, which lays down the rights,
duties and responsibilities of public procurement entities). Each year (by 15 March of the current
year), VIPA draws up procurement plans, and holds international, simplified and / or low-value
procurement procedures, respectively, in the course of the year. In order to carry out public
procurement properly and in a timely manner, VIPA has an approved manual of procedures of
holding public procurement, which sets out the rules for holding public procurement in detail,
which also include needs formation, procurement planning, initiation and preparation for them,
the holding of procurement, conclusion, performance and evaluation of results of public purchase
– sale contracts, i.e. it has described the public procurement process. When holding low-vale
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procurement procedures, VIPA additionally follows the Description of Low Value Procurement
Procedures approved by the Public Procurement Office (as the Public Procurement Law applies
exclusively to simplified and international procurements, and there are only a few provisions
regarding low value procurements). In holding public procurement procedure, VIPA also uses the
public procurement programme EcoCost and CVP IS CPO.lt means.
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2.2. ANALYSIS OF EXTERNAL FACTORS
BASIS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Regular sector assessments 8 have repeatedly reaffirmed the assumption that the need for
investments significantly exceeds the supply of investments, i.e. scopes of the available
investments are not sufficient for the achievement of the goals laid down in the strategic
documents. Despite the growing number of market participants over the last three years, the
banking sector remains concentrated, and commercial banks in Lithuania are risk-averse and highly
selective in financing investment projects. Meanwhile, international financial institutions find the
Lithuanian market too small to finance individual projects. International banks are interested in
investment projects valued at more than EUR 25-50 million. There are very few such projects in
the country, so a national partner is needed to attract such institutions.
Financial instruments are to be treated as one of the alternatives to increase the supply
of investment by attracting private investors or international financial institutions. Moreover, due
to their reversible nature (they are re-used), financial instruments allow for a more efficient use
of public resources and provide an additional incentive for project promoters to invest in a
targeted way. In the context of a dynamic and innovation-oriented EU policy, the use of financial
instruments in the public sector can be seen as a strategically important tool for promoting the
long-term sustainable growth and efficient use of funds in the EU's regions. International
institutions also encourage the efficiency of use of public resources, including the European
Commission, which offers to reduce funding in the form of subsidies when planning investments
from the EU Structural Funds in the new programming period. Instead of subsidies, the European
Commission offers choosing more sustainable forms of incentive financing: loans, guarantees,
venture capital and equity investments. In the expansion of a range of financial instruments, VIPA
faces challenges as it has no experience in implementing capital investment products. However,
in cooperation with other NPIs and international financial institutions, VIPA is interested in good
practices and examples of implemented capital investment products.
Financial instruments:
➢
increase financing opportunities for public investment projects;
➢
are reused for the same or different policy purposes;
➢
allow avoiding a short-term nature typical of EU funds;
➢
ensure the availability of funds after the expiry of cost eligibility periods;
➢
facilitate the implementation of projects without being limited by overly detailed
cost eligibility requirements;
➢
help to maintain a steady level of investment in a cyclical economy;
➢
reduce the cost of financing of public-private sector partnership projects;
➢
create and improve competencies and experience in Lithuania.

ANALYSIS OF VIPA’S COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT
VIPA’s activities are regulated by the Law on the Development of National Promotional
Institutions and implementing legislation, and are designed to fill the shortage of investment
financing services and products in the market.
Acting as an NPI and pursuing the public interest, VIPA does not compete with market
participants (banks, other financial institutions, venture capital companies, etc.), but to the
contrary – it facilitates investment in areas where market funding is insufficient or non-optimal.
8

Assessments of the need for financial incentives are published on the website of the Ministry of Finance
of the Republic of Lithuania.
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VIPA seeks complementarity with other NPIS (UAB Investicijų ir Verslo Garantijos, UAB Valstybės
investicijų valdymo agentūra and UAB Žemės ūkio paskolų garantijų fondas) in carrying out
incentive financing activities. VIPA does not compete with these NPIs, as the areas of activity are
separated in accordance with a separate resolution of the Government of the Republic of
Lithuania. Having eliminated a financing gap in a particular sector, VIPA ends its activities therein
and focuses its efforts on other sectors and areas.
Given the information above, an analysis of the competitive environment according to the
Porter's Five Forces Framework has not been conducted.
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2.3. SWOT ANALYSIS
The analysis of strengths, weaknesses, threats and opportunities covers the analysis of both external and internal processes, thus it is presented
having overviewed VIPA’s external and internal environment, summarizing and distinguishing the key elements.
Table 5. SWOT analysis
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Factors

Strengths

Weaknesses

VIPA team brought together of highly
competent and skilled professionals

Human
resources

In pursuit of high management
standards, additional highly qualified
human and technical resources are
required to ensure compliance of VIPA's
activities with legal requirements, risk
control and management. However,
restrictive criteria for public sector
remuneration lead to a shortage of
highly qualified employees having
sector-specific
knowledge
and
experience.
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Links to strategic objectives and management tools (use of strengths,
control of weaknesses)
The strength is used for the objective 1.1 “Development of incentive
financial instruments in areas of a market failure" (in the areas of
search and analysis of new incentive areas, adaptation and creation of
financial products by raising public and private funding); Objective 2.2
“Optimization and efficiency of the company's internal processes in
light of the requirements of the selected evaluation” (managers and
experts of various chains understand, plan and purposefully implement
the processes of optimization and efficiency of activities); Objective
3.1 “Focus on partners”, Objective 3.2 "Focus on customers" (dedicated
departments ensure a high level of customer service)
There is a threat for objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial
instruments in areas of a market failure" (in the areas of search and
analysis of new incentive areas, adaptation and creation of financial
products by raising public and private funding), and objective 2.1
“Financial stability and reliability of the company” (without an
increase in the company's revenue or with increasing expenses of the
company on additional external consulting, there is a risk of achieving
the expected profitability indicators). The plan is to manage risks
through Objective 2.3 “Strengthening the company’s human capital”
(VIPA’s employees are constantly encouraged to improve, holding
trainings, ensuring activities of self-fulfilment and professional
development, applying various forms of financial and non-financial
incentives) and Objective 3.1 “Focus on partners” (developing
cooperation with potential financial intermediaries, directing some
activities to their implementation, e.g. assessment of applications,
collection of contributions, etc.)
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The accumulated high competence
allows to submit proposals and
comments on draft legal acts related to
the areas of activity of financial
instruments, NPIs and VIPA. VIPA has
been recognized for its high level of
professionalism, taking statements of
its representatives into consideration
Strong
and
competent
collegial
supervisory and management bodies of
the company, management structure in
line
with
good
practice
and
international standards, focused on
long-term business development

Company’s
structure and
governance

Constant tightening of compliance, risk
management, internal control and
other requirements requires additional
resources
VIPA has been granted the status of NPI,
which increases the credibility of VIPA’s
partner and VIPA becomes supervised
by the Bank of Lithuania

The strength is used for the objective 1.1 “Development of incentive
financial instruments in areas of a market failure" (providing
recommendations in the areas of financial instruments being newly
developed); Objective 3.1 "Focus on partners" (VIPA uses its network of
partners to share experiences and actively participate in research
related to the development of financial instruments. It also uses its
accumulated competence and insights of highly qualified employees
working in various inter-institutional working groups where VIPA’s
representatives are recognized as experts in their field)
The strength is used for the objective 1.1 “Development of incentive
financial instruments in areas of a market failure" (one of the main
criteria for assessing creditors is a strong and sound management
structure, which makes raising private funds easier); Objective 2.2
“Optimization and efficiency of the company's internal processes
taking into account the requirements of the selected assessment” (the
company's top executives understands, plan and effectively control the
processes of business optimization and efficiency)
There is a threat for Objective 2.1 “Financial stability and reliability of
the company” (with increasing company's expenses for additional
activities, a risk that the expected profitability indicators will not be
achieved increases). The risk is expected to be managed through
Objective 2.3 “Strengthening the company’s human capital”
(strengthening employee competences) and Objective 3.1 “Focus on
partners” (exchanging experience with partners)
The strength is used for the objective 1.1 “Development of incentive
financial instruments in areas of a market failure" (raising private and
public funds)
The strength is used for the objective 1.1 “Development of incentive
financial instruments in areas of a market failure" (financing of projects
from share capital of NPI allows creating financial instruments more
flexibility, while in the future, financing from NPI share capital may
become very important in the context of declining support from EU
investment funds); Objective 3.2 "Focus on customers" (flexible
instruments being developed reduce the bureaucratic burden on
customers and better meet their needs and expectations)

Authorized capital of the NPI has been
formed, which allows to increase the
scope of financial instruments being
executed and to raise borrowed capital
from international institutions
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Comprehensive and precise internal
regulation of the implementation of
financial
instruments,
including
decision-making

There is an effective risk management
system based on the three-line defense
model in place and a functioning system
of risk management measures

Information technologies that do not
fully meet the needs of the company

Support of the shareholder
conducted activities

for

The need to strengthen various
functions (in areas of sustainability,
treasury and other areas)
Exclusive focus on customer service
(special, separate department for
customer service)

The strength is used for the objective 3.2 “Focus on customers”
(transparent implementation of financial instruments with clearly
defined processes allows customers to understand and successfully
obtain the funding provided by VIPA. However, the aim is not to overregulate the administration of financial instruments in order to leave
some flexibility and avoid excessive bureaucracy)
The strength is used for Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive
financial instruments in areas of a market failure" (It is particularly
important for creditors that VIPA has an effective risk control and
management system); Objective 2.2 “Optimization and efficiency of
the company's internal processes in light of the requirements of the
selected evaluation” (the plan is to continue strengthening this area
through the implementation of universally recognized standards)
The threat is for Objective 3.1 “Focus on partners” (delayed submission
of information and reports to institutions) and Objective 3.2 “Focus on
customers” (long verification of applications and payment documents).
The plan is to manage risk through Objective 2.2 “Optimization and
efficiency of the company's internal processes in accordance with the
requirements of the selected assessment” (investing in information
technologies that ensure efficient collection and processing of
information)
The strength is used through Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive
financial instruments in areas of a market failure" (the founder of VIPA
and his interest is one of the main advantages in raising public and
private funds. Creditors value the status of a VIPA’s shareholder, and
acknowledge the letter confirming the shareholder's interest as a risk
mitigation measure)
The threat is for Objective 2.1 “Financial stability and reliability of the
company” (in pursuit of the planned indicators). The plan is to manage
risks through Objective 2.3 “Strengthening the company’s human
capital” (strengthening competencies of sustainable financing,
treasury and others)
The strength is used through Objective 3.1 “Focus on partners”
(dedicated departments ensure a high level of customer service)
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The strength is used through Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive
financial instruments in areas of a market failure" (the gained
experience will allow creating new sustainable financing solutions, and
an even greater demand for such investments is expected to increase
in the future, stemming from general approved strategic directions,
including the Paris Agreement or the European Green Course, to reduce
not only greenhouse gas emissions but also energy poverty); Objective
1.2 "Implementing sustainability processes in business and financing
processes" (the implementation of sustainability principles at all levels
will aim to meet generally accepted standards); Objective 3.1 "Focus
on partners" (VIPA is recognized as an expert in this field among
national partners, so the plan is to further deepen knowledge and share
experience)
The strength is used through Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive
financial instruments in areas of a market failure" (demonstrated
successful experience of working with international financial
institutions raises interest of other creditors, which makes it easier to
raise private funds); Objective 2.1 “Financial stability and reliability of
the company” (Increasing the scope of activities diversifies sources of
income and creates preconditions for achieving the planned indicators)
The strength is used through Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive
financial instruments in areas of a market failure” (the gained
experience in the development of financial instruments allows to make
fewer mistakes and create financial instruments with higher added
value. The formed flow of projects is a strong advantage for potential
investors, as it increases the demand for the services provided by VIPA
and allows to offer solutions that meet the interests of both project
promoters and financial specialists); Objective 2.1 “Financial stability
and reliability of the company” (successful development of financial
instruments and financed projects ensures stable income and
acceptable profitability indicators)

VIPA’s
experience
in
financing
sustainable (“green”) projects.

Accrued
experience
and
activities

Successfully raised and managed funds
from international financial institutions
(EBRD and EIB) and gained trust of these
institutions; VIPA has been mentioned
as a strategic partner in the EBRD's
strategy.

Extensive
financial
different
portfolio
projects

experience in developing
instruments (created ~ 17
instruments) and formed a
of successfully completed
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No strong marketing and project flow
generation
system.
Insufficient
intensity of external communication
about the added value created by VIPA
in the public space

VIPA has no experience in developing
and implementing venture capital
investment products

There is a threat for Objective 2.1 “Financial stability and reliability of
the company” (projected revenue is not received, therefore there is a
risk that the expected profitability indicators will not be achieved).
The plan is to manage risks through the use of Objective 3.1 “Focus on
partners” (a specialized marketing and communication division was
established for this purpose. The plan is for this to allow to not only
improve the image of VIPA, but to also attract more projects, create
new financial instruments, increase added value for customers, etc. In
order to mitigate the impact of the long process of financial product
development on VIPA's revenue, special attention is paid to the
generation of a flow of potential projects. VIPA strives to inform
applicants about newly developed products as early as possible, closely
cooperating with them and listening to their needs, providing advice,
training, organizing visits to regions on the implementation and
financing of projects to meet their needs. Moreover, VIPA encourages
applicants to express their ideas and the need for investment)
There is a threat for Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial
instruments in areas of a market failure” (where necessary, the
development of such an instrument may take time due to limited
experience in developing this form of financial instrument). The plan
is to manage the risk through Objective 2.3 “Strengthening the
company’s human capital” (the plan is to increase the competencies of
employees and, if necessary, to attract additional human resources)

The model of pricing of instruments and
credit risk assessment in line with
banking practice will allow for a more
reliable risk assessment and ensure that
VIPA’s instruments will be provided
under optimal conditions.

The strength will be used through Objective 2.1 “Financial stability and
reliability of the company” (ensuring that financial benefits of financial
instruments and individual instruments are properly identified and that
VIPA financing transactions are properly priced)

Participation in associations and
international projects in order to
spread the Lithuanian experience and
to get ideas from the experience of
other countries

The strength is used for Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive
financial instruments in areas of a market failure” (using this
experience to develop new instruments, building relations for raising
funds); Objective 3.1 “Focus on partners” (sharing information with
national partners in order to increase the awareness of good practices
and their application in Lithuania)
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The strength is used for Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive
financial instruments in areas of a market failure” (using this
experience to develop new instruments and raise both public and
private funds. Flexible response to area specifics); Objective 3.1
“Focus on partners” (we can offer flexible cooperation to national
authorities); Objective 3.2 “Focus on customers” (more flexible
response to customer needs)

Experience in both direct and financial
instruments implementation through
financial intermediaries has been
gained

Table 6. Analysis of opportunities and threats
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Factors

Opportunities

Links to strategic objectives and management tools (use of
opportunities, control of threats)
Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (sharing good practice creates
preconditions for developing new instruments, mobilizing funds for
project financing); Objective 2.2 “Optimization and efficiency of the
company's internal processes taking into account the requirements of
the selected assessment” (increasing efficiency of VIPA’s activities
through experience sharing); Objective 3.1 “Focus on partners”
(maintaining good relations with national partners is essential in
pursuit of effective communication and professional relations)

Threats

Favourable preconditions for sharing
competence and knowledge with
public
sector
institutions
and
participants in the management and
control system of the EU investment
programme 2021-2027.

Analysis
of
external
factors

Political and
legal factors

Provisions of EU regulations encourage
a more intensive use of financial
instruments at both EU and Lithuanian
level, promoting the development of
strategically important areas
Declining investments of EU funds in
2021-2027 encourages using more
financial instruments. Lithuania does
not have sufficient resources to
implement its strategic objectives
(including commitments assumed
under EU directives), thus additional
incentive mechanisms are necessary

Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (new instruments are developed in
cooperation with institutions)
Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (the use of financial instruments is
significantly more efficient than grants, thus enabling more efficient
re-use of funds); Objective 3.1 “Focus on partners” (active
dissemination of information among national partners on the benefits
of financial instruments, cooperation with institutions in establishing
financial instruments)
Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (a network of partners created over many
years of work, the history of successful cooperation and trust make it
easier to increase the scope of financial instruments developed by
VIPA); Objective 3.1 “Focus on partners” (the plan is to continue
strengthening the cooperation with the existing partners and
establishing new relations)

Close partnership with international
partners, the European Commission
and creditors
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New
strategies,
programmes,
instruments and other initiatives are
developed at European and national
level

Recognition of VIPA’s activities in
accordance with the Law on National
Promotional
Institutions
and
supervision of VIPA by the Bank of
Lithuania

Long process of coordination of the
2021-2027 EU fund investment
programme, therefore the final
financing priorities and financing
shortcomings in the economic sectors
are not known
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Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (new instruments are created on the basis
of new initiatives, pooling both public and private funds); Objective
1.2 “Implementation of sustainability processes in business and
financing processes” (implementation of the principles of
sustainability which will be especially important in the recent past and
in the future); Objective 2.2 “Optimization and efficiency of the
company's internal processes taking into account the requirements of
the selected assessment” (the plan is to strengthen and make VIPA's
activities, reliability and processes more efficient through various
technical assistance initiatives); Objective 3.1 “Focus on partners”
(strengthening cooperation through participation in working groups
with national and international partners, exchange of information with
them)
Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (recognition and positive evaluation by
authoritative supervisors make raising funds easier); Objective 2.1
“Financial stability and reliability of the company” (taking into
account the requirements set by the Bank of Lithuania, VIPA plans to
voluntarily comply with the capital adequacy requirement indicator);
Objective 2.2 “Optimization and efficiency of the company's internal
processes taking into account the requirements of the selected
assessment” (in order to comply with the principles of control and risk
management of the Bank of Lithuania, the plan is to implement new
and improve the existing VIPA processes)
There is a threat for Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial
instruments in areas of a market failure” (implementation of strategic
objectives and the raising of pooled funds for project financing is
postponed); the control takes place through the Objective 3.1 “Focus
on partners” (proactive provision of information, recommendations
and cooperation with institutions to accelerate the use of funds in the
development of new financial instruments)
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Dependence of strategic planning on
the political cycle

The issue of consolidation being
addressed
may
affect
the
implementation of this strategic plan
and the achievement of indicators

Competition of financial instruments
with non-repayable support (subsidy)
funds
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There are threats for Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive
financial instruments in areas of a market failure” (postponing or
cancelling the implementation of the planned financial instruments).
With periodic change of representative in the government, there is a
threat that new governmental representatives will not support the
previously developed initiatives, thus the threat is brought under
control through Objective 3.1 “Focus on partners” (proactively
providing information, recommendations and various types of
information to new representatives)
VIPA’s activities have been restricted due to unclear situation related
to the consolidation of NPIs operating in Lithuania (e.g. activities of
raising funds, increasing efficiency of operations, etc.), therefore
there is a risk relating to achievement of all target indicators. This risk
is controlled through Objective 3.1 “Focus on partners” (by actively
cooperating with the shareholder and other partners, analyzing and
sharing information on the potential impact of each activity on
potential consolidation)
There is a threat for Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial
instruments in areas of a market failure” (less money is allocated to
the development of financial instruments, developing new instruments
becomes difficult and, in the absence of successful project
implementation, raising additional funding becomes complicated) and
Objective 3.2 “Focus on customers” (with financial instruments
competing with subsidy instruments, efficient use of public funds and
successful implementation of financial instruments already in place
becomes complicated). This threat will be reduced through Objective
2.2 “Optimization and efficiency of the company's internal processes
in light of the requirements of the selected evaluation” (optimizing
processes of provision of financing in pursuit of the simplest possible
one-stop-shop-based provision of applications) and Objective 3.1
“Focus on partners” (in active cooperation with national authorities
through working groups sharing experience in blending different
sources of funding
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Blending financial instruments and
grants
to
finance
strategically
important projects

Lack of political leadership in
institutions giving priority to financial
instruments

VIPA’s activities do not affect state
debt indicators, therefore VIPA’s
activities are not subject to fiscal
discipline requirements
High regulation of VIPA’s customer
base (public sector) (borrowing limits,
compliance
with
the
strategic
direction of the sector, public
procurement,
long
coordination
procedures)

Public procurement requirements and
legal framework requirements do not
ensure that VIPA can acquire the most
efficient services in a timely manner
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Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (when blending financial instruments with
subsidies makes financial instruments become more attractive,
leading to a greater support for the development of new financial
instruments); Objective 2.1 "Financial stability and reliability of the
company" (faster provision of financing and earning of income);
Objective 3.2 “Focus on customers” (increases customer satisfaction)
Threat to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial
instruments in areas of a market failure” (implementation of financial
instruments is more complex and requires more comprehensive actions
compared to the implementation of subsidies). The threat is managed
through Objective 3.1 “Focus on partners” (proactive provision of
information, offering recommendations, providing various of
information to new representatives)
Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (there is no need to coordinate the issue
of the state debt limit, so there are no restrictions on fundraising
activities); Objective 2.1 "Financial stability and reliability of the
company" (higher revenue earned)
Threats to Objective 3.2 “Focus on customers” (financial instruments
not implemented on time). The threat is controlled through Objective
3.1 “Focus on partners” (increasing the awareness and appeal of VIPA
and its products)
Threats to Objective 2.2. “Optimization and efficiency of the
company's internal processes in light of the requirements of the
selected evaluation” (there is a threat to implement low-quality
processes and receive low-quality services). The threat is managed
through Objective 2.3 “Strengthening the company's human capital”
(increasing competence of employees relating to holding public
procurement, and hiring experts in individual fields who can prepare
appropriate technical tasks)
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The need for reforms in individual
areas in pursuit of a higher appeal and
commercial nature of financial
instruments
According to its competence, VIPA
actively participates in the process of
drafting and coordinating legal acts,
provides proposals and comments on
draft legal acts related to the areas of
activity of financial instruments, NPIs
and VIPA.

There is a threat to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial
instruments in areas of a market failure” (implementation of financial
instruments is complex, thus reforms are needed in areas where new
financial instruments are planned). This threat is managed through
Objective 3.1 “Focus on partners” (proactive participation in interinstitutional working groups, providing recommendations and
information to representatives of institutions, etc.)
Link to Objective 2.3 “Strengthening the company's human capital”
(VIPA’s employees are constantly encouraged to improve, holding
trainings, ensuring self-fulfilment and professional development
activities) and Objective 3.1 “Focus on partners” (increasing
partnership in cooperation with partners in various forms)
Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (the necessary investments in various
areas allow creating new financial instruments and raising additional
funds); Objective 2.1 “Company's financial stability and reliability”
(increasing the diversification of revenue-generating activities and at
the same time reliability vis-à-vis partners)
Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (increasing recognition of the status of
an NPI reduces the effort required to justify the development of
financial instruments and facilitates the mobilization of both public
and private funds); Objective 2.1 “Financial stability and reliability of
the company” (increasing the diversification of revenue-generating
activities and at the same time reliability vis-à-vis partners)

Moderate growth of the Lithuanian
economy
will
ensure
further
investment in housing, infrastructure,
engineering structures and measures
to increase operational efficiency

Growing role of NPIs in Europe, the
recognition of the status of an NPI
Economic
factors
Low competitiveness of the Lithuanian
credit system and low variety of
financial products lead to a financing
failure and sub-optimal financing
situations in the market

Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (as financial market participants are
reluctant to finance individual areas, NPIs must create new
instruments in areas of national importance)
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Changing EU and national priorities

The situation in capital markets makes
borrowing on favourable terms for the
implementation
of
financial
instruments possible and allows to
offer attractive lending conditions to
the end beneficiaries

When EU priorities change in individual programming periods and
sometimes do not match national priorities or change fund
management rules, there is a threat to Objective 1.1 “Development of
incentive financial instruments in areas of a market failure” (difficult
to increase the scope of the already created products). This threat is
managed through Objective 3.1 “Focus on partners” (by proactive
participation in inter-institutional working groups, offering
recommendations, providing various types of information to
representatives of institutions, etc.).
Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (this situation makes it easier to raise
funds and create attractive financial instruments); Objective 3.2
“Focus on customers” (attractive financing conditions increase
customer satisfaction)

Inflation in the construction sector,
which
suggests
unfinished
or
discontinued
construction
and
renovation projects

Rising energy prices in the market

The relatively small market (compared
to other western markets) generates a
slow-growing network of potential
financial intermediaries that is too
small
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A threat to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial
instruments in areas of a market failure” (there is a threat that some
applicants will cancel investments, thus the scope of instruments will
decrease). This threat is controlled through Objective 3.2 “Focus on
customers” (periodic analysis of projects, early notification of
applicants of emerging threats to project implementation)
Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (rising energy prices increase the
attractiveness of sustainable / green financial instruments developed
by VIPA); Objective 2.1 “Financial stability and reliability of the
company” (increases the income earned by VIPA, which can be used
for the development of new financial instruments)
A threat to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial
instruments in areas of a market failure” (There are very few banks in
Lithuania that are major financial intermediaries). This threat is
controlled through Objective 3.1 “Focus on partners” (actively
cooperating with financial market participants and the Bank of
Lithuania, developing fundraising schemes with international financial
institutions, etc.)
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Development of the financial market
(initiative of pooled and mutual
financing, specialized banks, and
other FinTech initiatives) increases
the
network
of
financial
intermediaries and the opportunities
for their use.

Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (new types of financial intermediaries
create conditions for raising funds to niche sectors); Objective 3.1
“Focus on partners” (active cooperation with the Bank of Lithuania
and potential financial intermediaries)

Increasing awareness of the climate
change
problem
promotes
transformation of economic and
household
habits
through
the
transition to renewable energy
sources, energy savings in buildings,
ecology, reduced consumption and
other behavioural changes
Investment in social infrastructure is
currently largely subsidized, but not
all the needs are met
Social factors
Applicants plan investments taking
into account the proposed availability
of financing of non-repayable support
funds, but otherwise than according to
their current needs

The impact of population demographic
change, migration to regional centers
and large cities on the development of
public infrastructure increases the
need for VIPA’s services

Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (understanding the need to implement
sustainable investments speeds up the development of new
instruments and attracts funds for investors focused on sustainable
financing); Objective 1.2 “Implementing sustainability processes in
business and financing processes” (the need to implement
sustainability principles in VIPA processes increases); Objective 2.3
“Strengthening the company's human capital” (increasing employee
job satisfaction by contributing to universally recognized important
goals)
Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (development of financial instruments in
this sector is one of VIPA's activity plans)
A threat to Objective 3.2 “Focus on customers” (customers pursue
funds non-repayable form and are not always satisfied with the
alternatives of the financial instruments offered). The threat is
controlled through Objective 2.2 “Optimization and efficiency of the
company's internal processes in light of the requirements of the
selected evaluation” (by searching for ways to reconcile subsidies and
financial instruments, providing financing on the basis of the “onestop-shop” principle and creating flexible financial instruments that
meet interests of applicants)
Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (there is a growing need in the regions to
develop infrastructure for persons returning to Lithuania)
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Improving technology

Technological
factors

Uncoordinated technological solutions
between institutions

Increasing use of technology faces
cyber security challenges

Changing technologies enable more
efficient construction and public
infrastructure development processes,
leading to significant energy savings
and reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions
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Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (unique developed solutions allow to
create product that reflect the needs of the state); Objective 2.1
“Financial stability and reliability of the company” (the use of
technology reduces the need for human resources, thus increasing
profits that can be allocated to the development of new activities and
the expansion of VIPA); Objective 2.2 “Optimization and efficiency of
the company's internal processes in light of the requirements of the
selected evaluation” (developing technologies help to optimize the
functions performed by VIPA: facilitate processes of completion and
submission of documents, ensure timely information management,
simpler provision of information to stakeholders and its collection and
storage. Changes in technological factors also contribute to the
reduction of time and financial resources, ensure faster and better
implementation of the functions performed).
A threat to Objective 2.2 “Optimization and efficiency of the
company's internal processes in light of the requirements of the
selected evaluation” (often coordinating interinstitutional systems is
impossible or requires significant additional resources) and Objective
3.2 “Focus on customers” (customers are not satisfied with extensive
bureaucracy). The threat is controlled through Objective 3.1 “Focus
on partners” (active cooperation with responsible authorities and
partners in pursuit of the most effective solution)
A threat to Objective 3.2 “Focus on customers” (cyber security
vulnerabilities may harm interests of customers and lead to losses
incurred by VIPA). A threat is controlled through Objective 2.2
“Optimization and efficiency of the company's internal processes in
light of the requirements of the selected evaluation” (the plan is to
strengthen VIPA’s IT security processes)
Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (improving technologies create
preconditions for projects to become economically and financially
attractive. Such a rapid improvement of technologies allows
developing public infrastructure financial instruments and funds, also
allowing for further development of VIPA’s activities)
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Environmental
factors

Link to Objective 1.1 “Development of incentive financial instruments
in areas of a market failure” (new requirements force project
promoters to implement sustainable projects, thus creating a need for
the development of new financial instruments and the expansion of
the existing "green" financial instruments); Objective 1.2
“Implementing sustainability processes in business and financing
processes” (in accordance with the principles of sustainability, there
is a need not only to finance sustainable projects, but also to
implement the principles of sustainability in VIPA processes).

Rising environmental standards affect
investment needs / demand of both
the public and the private sector,
which in turn affects the demand for
VIPA’s services.
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3. MISSION, VISION, OBJECTIVES, VALUES
MISSION
To promote a sustainable financial market by ensuring financing in areas of strategic
importance to the state.

VISION
VIPA is a national promotional institution leading in the promotion of sustainable financing in
strategic areas of national importance, developing innovative national financing instruments that
meet the highest EU sustainability and efficiency criteria.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
➢ To increase the scope of financing in priority areas of public infrastructure and public
interest.
➢ To increase the reliability and efficiency of the company’s activities.
➢ To become a partner recognized in the national and international financial market.

VALUES
➢ Professionalism – we value competence and professionalism, and share them with our
customers and partners. We always raise the highest requirements for our performance results.
➢ Unity – each of us contributes their own individual work result in pursuit of common goals
of VIPA and the state.
➢ Persistent pursuit of ambitious goals - we seek to become a role model and to initiate
positive change in all areas of our activities.

VIPA’S STRATEGIC ACTIVITY PLAN FOR 2022-2024

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND THEIR MEASUREMENT INDICATORS
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3.1. STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS, OBJECTIVES AND INDICATOR MEASUREMENT VALUES

To increase the scope of financing in priority areas of public infrastructure and public
interest (1)

Table 7. Strategic objectives and indicator measurement values
Strategic
Planned indicator values
Objective
Indicator
direction
2022
2023
2024

Pooled
EUR
Development of (1.1.1)
financial
incentives in
areas of a market
failure (1.1)

funds,
million

Measures being
implemented to
finance projects
in the fields of
public
infrastructure

810

≥ 18

850

≥ 19

900

≥ 20

Comments

Activities, tasks

Responsible persons

The plan for 2020 was EUR In order to implement the Heads of departments
574 million, the actual in indicator, the plan is to responsible for the
2020 - EUR 680.5 million.
cooperate with ministries, implementation of
Plan for 2021 – EUR 720 participate in and / or carry programmes/ financial
million. At the end of 2021, out ex-ante evaluations, and instruments
pooled funds will total EUR assessments of incentive
790 million at the least. needs. The plan is to also
Pooled funds are funds actively cooperate with
raised in the development national and international
of VIPA’s initiatives and / or partners, strengthen VIPA's
projects to finance / invest governance, structure and
directly
or
through processes, etc.
intermediaries, or creating
conditions
for
such
financing to emerge, a
decision whereon has been
made and / or an agreement
has been signed, except for
target municipal grants and
repayable subsidies.
The indicator is calculated
on an accrual basis as of the
date of establishment of the
company.
The priorities of the
implementation
of
the
strategic objective and
their implementation are
described in Table 8.
The plan for 2021 – ≥ 12; In order to implement the Head of Business
there are 17 instruments indicator, the plan is to Development
being implemented at the develop
investment Department
end
of
2021
–
(1) strategies for instruments
modernization of multi- within the scope of VIPA’s
apartment buildings under mandate and participate in
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and
public
interest,
pcs.
(1.1.2)

JESSICA, (2) modernization the development of funds or
of dormitories of schools of financial instruments. The
higher
education
and plan is to also actively
vocational
training cooperate with partners,
institutions under JESSICA, increase the competencies
(3) modernization of central of the company's employees,
government public buildings actively communicate about
under
ENEF,
(4) the added value and benefits
modernization of street of financial instruments, etc.
lighting under ENEF, (5)
ABMF, (6) MBF, (7) LP small
renovation, (8) LP energy
efficiency in companies, (9)
loans to developers for the
installation of solar power
plants, (10) loans for higher
education and vocational
training infrastructure, (11)
Cultural
Heritage
Modernization Fund, (12)
Water Management Fund,
(13) financial instrument
“Installation of
typical
production buildings in free
economic zones, industrial
parks and other industrial
areas” (FEZ), (14) repayable
subsidy for modernization of
central
government
buildings, (15) repayable
subsidy for the development
and modernization of water
management,
(16)
municipal subsidy), (17)
climate change programme
for
EE
projects
of
municipalities.
The indicator is calculated
on an accrual basis from the
date of establishment of the
company, when there is a
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Additional funds
raised (at the
level of projects
or
financial
instruments
/
funds),
EUR
million (1.1.3)

Funds disbursed
to
end
beneficiaries
(CHF,
MBF,
WMF,
ENEF),
EUR
million
(1.1.4)

465

21,5

490

31,5

520

-

decision
on
the
implementation
of
the
instrument formalized.
The plan for 2020 is EUR 290
Heads of departments
million, the fact was EUR In order to implement the responsible for the
378 million.
indicator, cooperation with development and
The plan for 2021 is EUR 400 international
financial implementation of
million. At the end of 2021, institutions (EIB, EBRD, CEB, programmes/ financial
the additional funds raised SIB, EEEF, etc.), national instruments, treasury
amounted to EUR 455 institutions, and potential analyst
million. Private and / or financial intermediaries is
public funds raised by VIPA planned. Attempts will be
(non-ESI Funds) means funds made to also raise additional
that were raised rather than funding at project level.
entrusted
for
VIPA’s
management in accordance
with the rules of financial
instruments acting as an
NPI. Funds administered
under repayable subsidies
and grants do not count
either.
The indicator is calculated
on an accrual basis from the
date of incorporation of the
company, including funds
raised by subsidiaries.
The indicator is calculated In order to implement the Heads of departments
by adding the funds paid indicator, the plan is to responsible for the
under the CHF, MBF, WMF, cooperate with ministries development and
ENEF implemented by VIPA and project implementers, implementation of
to the end beneficiaries. carrying
out
marketing programmes/ financial
The indicator is calculated activities.
instruments
for the current year (no
forecasts have been made
for 2024, as funds must be
disbursed by the end of 2023
according to regulatory
provisions)
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To increase reliability and
efficiency of the company's
activities (2)
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VIPA intends to implement VIPA will devote increasingly Head of Marketing and
the
principles
of more attention to the Communications
sustainability policy not implementation
of Department, head of
only in the organization, but sustainability processes at all Business Development
also within the scope of its levels of VIPA. The plan is to Department
funded projects. The plan is examine examples of good
to conduct a sustainability practice
related
to
assessment of activities and regulation in the first stage.
Compliance to
update
VIPA's Although currently VIPA is
of the
Procedures and
environmental
and
social not required to apply the
company's
processes of
policy in 2022. In 2023, a regulatory
principles
of
direct
Implementation
assessment of
activities review of VIPA’s procedure sustainability, it will do that
Implementation
Updated
VIPA projects
of sustainability
with the and processes related to the voluntarily.
of sustainability environmental
from an
processes in
recognized
and
social
environmental
processes in the
principles of evaluation of applications
company and
company and its policy of the point of view
the financing of
voluntary and
financing
company
have been
provision of projects
activities (1.2.1)
from
an
reviewed and
processes (1.2)
information environmental point of view
adapted
on
sustainability is scheduled. Although VIPA
is not required to provide
information in accordance
with the taxonomy and
sustainability
reporting
regulations, VIPA plans to
voluntarily
provide
information adapted to the
principles
of
these
regulations in 2024.
Capital adequacy ratio is a In order to implement the Director of Risk
key indicator for assessing indicator, the plan is to Management and
and monitoring the risk of improve the system of Quality Department
financial institutions. This information exchange, to
indicator measures the risk maintain
the
company's
Financial stability Capital
level
of
a
financial registers
so
that
the
and reliability of adequacy ratio,
institution according to its information in them is
≥20
≥20
≥20
the company
%
asset and capital structure. accurate and updated in a
(2.1)
(2.1.3)
The ratio is calculated timely manner. Develop an
according to the formula: early warning system when
Capital adequacy ratio = the indicator approaches the
((Tier I capital + Tier II threshold. Form VIPA’s loan
capital) / risk-weighted portfolio taking into account
assets) * 100%
the capital adequacy ratio
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Earnings before
interest, taxes,
depreciation
and
amortization
(EBITDA),
EUR
million (2.1.1)

Optimization and
Implementation
efficiency of the
and
company's
maintenance of
internal processes
the
internal
in light of the
process quality
requirements of
management
the
selected
standard
ISO
evaluation (2.2)
9001 (2.2.1)

The plan for 2020 was ≥0,1,
Head of Financial
at the end of 2020, EBITDA
Management
indicator totalled EUR 1,08
Department / heads of
million. Earnings before
divisions responsible for
interest,
taxes,
the development and
depreciation
and
implementation of
amortization.
financial instruments
The indicator is calculated
according to the formula: In order to achieve the set
net
profit
+
interest indicators,
financial
expense + corporate income
indicators
will
be
≥1,0
≥1,1
≥1,3
tax + depreciation and
constantly monitored. The
amortization expenses.
EBITDA allows comparing aim is to diversify areas of
profit levels of different the financial instrument
to
increase
the
companies (even different and
industries) more than other portfolio of the projects
profit
indicators.
This being funded.
indicator is important for
investors (due to the
possibility
to
compare
different companies), banks
and creditors.
In order to implement the Director of Risk
A
company’s
self- indicator, the plan is to Management and
assessment
shall
be conduct a self-assessment, Quality Department
performed according to the prepare procedures, perform
rating
chosen,
later an audit, and to obtain a
conducting an independent certificate.
An assessment
audit. Loan administration
was made to
internal
determine
Maintained processes,
Issued certificate
and
compliance
certificate regulation
with the
administration
will
be
standard
improved and optimized,
strengthening
risk
management,
and
improving and developing IT
functionalities according to
the identified shortcomings
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Implementation
and areas for improvement, To acquire a description and
An
assessment
and
taking into account the guidelines of the standard,
Implemented
maintenance of was made to
requirements for the Bank to prepare procedures based
procedures
determine
Issued
the
risk compliance according to ISO certificate of
Lithuania's
national on them, to conduct an audit
assessment
management
development
institutions and obtain a certificate.
with the
recommendations
system
ISO acquired
and financial institutions,
standard
31000 (2.2.2)
OECD governance principles
and recommendations as a To acquire consultations, to
state-owned enterprise.
prepare
for
procedures
The
intermediate based on recommendations,
Implementation
achievement
of
the to conduct audits and obtain
and
An assessment
indicator will be measured a certificate
maintenance of was made to
to
the
the
IT determine
Maintained according
compliance Issued certificate
certificate implemented
process
management
with the
stages. The final indicator
standard
ISO acquired
standard
will be estimated at the end
27001
of 2023 and shall be deemed
(2.2.3)
to have been achieved after
receiving a rating.
VIPA aims to acquire and In order to implement the
Director of Legal and
maintain a rating that is indicator, the plan is to
Corporate Management
recognized in the national increase the involvement of Department/
financial market, which collegial bodies, strengthen Heads of divisions
would
increase
the strategic planning tools, and
confidence
of
the improve the implementation
shareholder,
partners, of VIPA's social,
national and international environmental and business
investors in VIPA.
ethics goals (requirements).
Conferred
An assessment of VIPA as a This objective is closely
nationally
state-owned enterprise is linked to the achievement
recognized
A
A
A
conducted at the national of indicator 1.2.1.
rating (2.2.4)
level, and the award of the
good governance index.
Maximum
rating
in
2020/2021 was A (max A +).
The index assesses how VIPA
implements
good
governance practices and
the quality of governance in
accordance
with
OECD
guidelines,
national
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Voluntary
Enhancing human
employee
capital of the
turnover after a
company
trial period, %.
(2.3)
(2.3.1)

≤17

≤17

≤17

regulatory provisions and
other
operational
documents. The aim for
2022-2024 is to maintain the
current rating (A). The
requirements set by and the
evaluation methodology of
the
Management
Coordination Center (VKC)
are updated every year,
setting
higher
and
additional
evaluation
criteria, thus this requires
hard work hard to maintain
the current position. To
achieve the highest rating
(A +), attempts will be made
to
strengthen
the
involvement of collegial
bodies, improvement of
social responsibility of VIPA,
and the implementation of
social and environmental
goals.
The plan for 2020 was 20%, In order to maintain a
Director of Legal and
the actual – 16%.
turnover rate which would Corporate Management
The plan for 2021 was 15%. be constant to the minimum Department
Turnover indicator in 2021 at the least but not exceed
was 14,9%. The indicator is 17%, the focus is on the
calculated as a ratio professional development
between employees who and involvement of
left voluntarily after the employees. The
trial period and the average remuneration system, which
number of employees from promotes efficiency and
the beginning till the end of initiative, and other nonthe year.
financial benefits for the
employee, is periodically
reviewed and updated in
light of labour market
trends. The weight of the
indicator was chosen to be
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Employee
satisfaction, %
(2.3.2)

Higher than
Higher than
the
Higher than the
the
Lithuanian
Lithuanian
Lithuanian
average, but average, but not average, but
not less than
less than 75% not less than
75%
75%

constant, taking into
account the prevailing
indicators of the turnover of
employees of companies
engaged in similar activities
in the market, the data of
VIPA last year and the
growing number of
employees of VIPA
The plan for 2021 was 70%. In order to maintain the
Director of Legal and
VIPA
cares
about indicator higher than the
Corporate Management
sustainability of activities Lithuanian average, but not Department
and job satisfaction of all less than 75%, and taking
employees (self-fulfilment, into account the results of
motivation, empowerment, the employee engagement
cooperation, recognition, and satisfaction survey, an
development and learning action plan was drafted,
opportunities).
The which provides additional
conducted
survey
of motivational measures for
employee satisfaction and mentor employees,
involvement revealed that improves communication
the overall job satisfaction between top managers and
of the surveyed employees employees, and strengthens
of the company was 86% organizational culture.
(employees chose important
answers 4, 5, 6 in the
survey, i.e. indicating that
they were satisfied or very
satisfied with their job at
VIPA). The achievement of
the indicator is measured
according to the plan set
out in the strategy and the
specific
implemented
actions.
An
employee
satisfaction survey will be
conducted in 2023 and 2024
with the help of external
experts, using specific tools
and methods.
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Focus on partners Partner
(3.1)
satisfaction, %
(3.1.1)

80

80

80

VIPA will strive for this
average to be higher than
the Lithuanian average
according to the same
methodology.
The plan for 2021 was 80%. Further steps will be taken Head of Marketing and
In 2021, VIPA's marketing and implemented in 2022 Communications
communication
strategy according to the identified Department/ division
was updated and approved, problems,
summary
of managers
implementing
the results and conclusions to
objectives
laid
down raise or maintain the partner
therein. The results of the satisfaction
rate.
The
public procurement survey planned steps include: the
and survey of the partners improvement of partnerrelated
to
public focused communication and
procurement (Q IV 2021) are the implementation of new
expected to be received in marketing
and
early 2022. The aim of the communication tools. The
survey is to identify the following is also planned
opinion (satisfaction) of with partners: exchange of
VIPA partners about the information (about new
quality of work of VIPA’s initiatives,
requirements)
employees and structural and
experience;
divisions
in
order
to participation in events and
purposefully set priorities projects of national and
for further actions to international partners; to
achieve
a
level
of assist institutions with their
satisfaction of 80% at the experience, competencies
least.
and insights in the processes
of
streamlining
and
development of the legal
environment; to actively
participate
in
interinstitutional
working
groups; to initiate meetings
with
institutions
by
publicizing the obligations of
the financial instrument and
initiating the development of
new
FIs;
to
prepare
certificates
or
other
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VIPA’s
awareness
in
priority-target
groups, %
(3.1.2)

80

82

85

information for new and
existing representatives of
national
authorities;
to
coordinate the positions of
various
institutions
in
specific areas; to actively
communicate examples of
successful
projects,
to
present foreign experience;
to cooperate with new forms
of
potential
financial
partners;
to
actively
participate in national and
international associations.
The plan for 2022 is 80% In order to implement the Head of Marketing and
awareness in the priority indicator, the plan is to Communications
target audiences of VIPA conduct VIPA’s awareness Department
(public authorities, state and
brand
surveys
institutions,
municipal periodically, customer and
institutions and business partner satisfaction surveys,
sectors, where the services proactively
develop
provided by VIPA are communication channels and
focused).
tools, including the most
At the beginning of 2021, popular social networks and
when the structure of VIPA content platforms, develop
changed,
a
separate the image of VIPA as an
Marketing
and expert
through
Communication Department communication
of
good
was established. As stated practices
and
success
in the SWOT, this action stories, expert insights, to
aims to reduce the lack of provide
professional,
external communication on innovative and interactive
the added value generated information about VIPA, its
by VIPA. The team of this provided services, products
department was brought and
collaboration
together in QIV of 2021. opportunities.
From the beginning of 2022,
the plan is to actively use
marketing
and
communication tools to
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Number
of
agreements
signed
with
partners, pcs.
(3.1.3)

40

43

45

increase the awareness of
VIPA.
In
consultation
with
suppliers,
a
recommendation
was
received to separate VIPA’s
awareness survey from
other surveys, thus such a
survey is planned for 2022
among
VIPA's
target
audiences in accordance
with the recommendation
provided in the VIPA’s
marketing communication
strategy. Since 2022, the
plan is to have such surveys
conducted annually.
The plan for 2020 was 34, In order to implement the Director of Business
the fact – 34.
indicator,
taking
into Development
The plan for 2021 was 38. account the areas of activity Department
There were 38 agreements and priorities of the state,
concluded at the end of the shareholder, ministries
2021. The indicator is and VIPA, the plan is to
calculated on an accrual cooperate
with
various
basis from the beginning of institutions in Lithuania and
VIPA’s activities. All signed abroad.
agreements
on
the
establishment of financial
instruments
/
funds,
agreements with financial
intermediaries, Lithuanian
institutions,
investors,
international cooperation
partners, orders on VIPA’s
inclusion in working groups,
agreements on membership
and activities in various
associations, etc. have been
calculated.
The priorities for the
implementation
of
the
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Share
of
completed
projects
that
have achieved
Focus on
objectives of the
customers (3.2) programme/
financial
instruments/
measures, %
(3.2.1)

95

95

95

strategic objective and
their implementation are
described in Table 8.
The plan for 2020 was 95%, In the implementation of Heads of departments
the actual was 100%.
these activity, VIPA's internal responsible
for
the
The plan for 2021 was 95%. procedures
have
been implementation
of
At the end of 2021, the rate improved, searching for financial instruments
was higher than 95 percent. opportunities to automate
The achievement of the and increase efficiency of
indicator is assessed at the individual processes. This
end
of
the
project activity is also related to
implementation
by activity 3.2.2.
comparing the planned and
actually achieved project
objectives (e. g. achieved
planned energy efficiency,
connected new users to the
sewerage network, etc.).
The indicator is calculated
dividing the number of
completed projects having
achieved
programme
objectives by the total
number
of
completed
projects.
At the end of 2021, the
indicator was higher than 95
%. The achievement of the
indicator is assessed at the
end
of
the
project
implementation
by
comparing the planned and
actually achieved project
objectives (e.g. achieved
planned energy efficiency,
connected new users to the
sewerage network, etc.).
The indicator is calculated
by dividing the number of
completed projects having
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Customer
satisfaction with
the quality of
services
provided
by
VIPA, %
(3.2.2)

85

85

85

achieved
programme
objectives by the total
number
of
completed
projects.
The plan for 2020 was 85%, Various activities have been Head of Marketing and
and the actual – 85%.
carried out to increase Communications
The plan for 2021 was 85%. customer satisfaction with Department/ Heads of
At the end of 2021, VIPA's work (simplifying the departments
according to the results of procedures,
holding responsible
for
the
the survey, satisfaction with trainings,
promptly implementation
of
the services provided by responding
to
customer financial instruments
VIPA and the competence of comments and complaints,
employees were evaluated conducting
ex-ante
at
96%.
Indicator assessments of potential
achievement is calculated risks related to project
according to the conducted implementation
and
internal
/
external reporting them, etc.). VIPA
customer
satisfaction will
maintain
individual
survey. These indicators contact with applicants and
have also been included in provide individual expert
agreements on management advice. Each potential VIPA’s
of VIPA’s funds and financial customer has his own needs
instruments.
and strict restrictions on the
implementation of projects,
and the financial viability of
projects is usually extremely
low. Meanwhile, financial
instruments are also created
to achieve certain specific
objectives;
financial
instruments financed by EU
funds can only support
certain
activities
and
investments. This leads to a
mismatch between the needs
of applicants and the
activities funded, and in
order for the project to
finally be implemented, VIPA
experts must help customers
to meet their needs within
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the limits of
requirements.
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3.2. PRIORITIES OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS IN
2022-2024
Table 7 presents strategic objectives of implementation of the strategic directions of VIPA,
tasks and measurement indicators with the values planned in 2022-2024. In planning the
implementation of these tasks, VIPA has set priorities described in Table 8 below.
Table 8. Priorities of implementation of strategic objectives

STRATEGIC DIRECTION No 1. To increase the scope of financing in priority
areas of public infrastructure and public interest.
In the 2022-2024 strategic period, VIPA plans a moderate growth of financial instruments based
on potential project flow data (“bottom-up” approach).
Year 2020 was of special strategic importance, as the main investment direction and documents
defining instruments were approved, including the National Progress Plan and the National
Energy and Climate Plan for 2021-2030. Depending on the information on strategic directions
available at the end of 2021, VIPA plans the following priority sectors for the development of
incentive financial instruments: infrastructure of education institution, renewable energy
sources (e.g. promoting the emergence of producing consumers and energy communities), new
measures contributing to the prevention of climate change (e.g. increasing energy efficiency
and the use of renewable energy sources in district heating, cooling and transport sectors). The
social security and local infrastructure sectors have been additionally assessed. The plan is to
also have the action plan for 2021-2027 approved in the near future, the funds of which will be
used to implement financial instruments.
The new financial instruments may be financed either by VIPA’s equity or by the state (EU or
state budget) funds. Depending on the amount of VIPA’s equity and VIPA’s financial ability to
raise funds, the plan is to use VIPA’s equity to finance 2-3 financial instruments; these are
planned to be financial instruments for promoting infrastructure of education institutions and
renewable energy sources.
In the context of implementation of tasks of the first strategic objective, activities for raising
private funds are important to note. With the decline in EU fund investment, private partner
investments are crucial to maintaining a steady level of investment. VIPA aims to strengthen its
existing partnerships with its existing partners and expand its partner base. The identification
and cooperation of new investors would allow for a greater choice and a more objective
assessment of whether the proposed conditions are optimal, also assessing the possibility of
issuing securities.
In summary, VIPA prioritizes the following activities in the implementation of this task:
➢ bases the development of new financial instruments on the identification of market
needs, thus shortening the time between the creation of a financial instrument till the
receipt of the first application;
➢
gives priority to a moderate development of new financial instruments, planning
for the following priority sectors therefor: infrastructure of education institutions,
renewable energy sources, new measures contributing to the prevention of climate
change (e.g. increasing energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy sources in
district heating, cooling and transport sectors), additionally considering the social
security and local infrastructure sectors;
➢ prepares an internal control system in full to finance projects from VIPA’s equity;
➢ prepares an internal control system in full to finance projects from VIPA’s own funds;
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➢ assesses the possibility of issuing VIPA bonds.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION No 2. To increase reliability and efficiency of the
company's activities
The second strategic objective is efficiency and reliability of the company’s activities. VIPA
pursues a positive operating result without maximizing profits. In order to maintain financial
stability, VIPA monitors financial indicators and implements respective amendments in response
to changes, also taking efforts to gain recognition in the national and international financial
markets, which would enhance the confidence of the shareholder, partners, national and
international investors in VIPA. The awarded rating would be a status of good governance,
operational quality, process efficiency and reliability, and would accordingly provide additional
opportunities to expand and increase VIPA’s areas of operations. To this end, the following
actions are planned:
➢ conducting an analysis using internal and external resources to determine which rating
would provide the most value added to VIPA;
➢ conducting a VIPA’s self-assessment audit and/ or external audit having chosen the
optimal method of assessment.
Based on audit recommendations, VIPA will improve and optimize internal and loan
administration processes, internal regulation and administration, strengthen risk management,
and strengthen and develop IT functionalities in accordance with the identified weaknesses and
areas for improvement. The final achievement of the indicator will be assessed at the end of
2023, while the achievement of milestones will be measured according to specific actions that
were implemented.
The strengthening of human capital is a separate task. VIPA aims to maintain a steady rate of
voluntary employee turnover, as the selection and training of new employees requires extensive
human and financial resources and also affects the assessment of VIPA's reputation as an
employer. VIPA implements this task by the following actions:
➢ encourages employees to develop their qualification and seek professionalism;
➢ involves employees in setting common goals (strategic matrix) and coordinates their
contribution to the implementation of VIPA’s strategic objectives; this encourages
employee engagement and integrity;
➢ manages substitutability of key position;
➢ develops leadership skills of managers;
➢
implements a motivational and remuneration system by improving employee
productivity and focus on the achievement of results rather than the process;
➢ strengthens internal communication, the giving and receipt of feedback.
VIPA seeks to ensure a balance between work and personal life of its employees so that
employees remain efficient, and working time flexibility, wellness and vocational training are
important tools to achieve this.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION No 3. To become a partner recognized in the
national and international financial market
The third strategic objective reflects VIPA’s ambition to become recognized through customer
and partner satisfaction with the services provided by VIPA. VIPA believes that the best way to
raise awareness is satisfied returning customers and their recommendations, making it VIPA’s
priority in the 2022-2024 strategic period.
VIPA's marketing communication strategy was updated and approved in 2021, implementing the
objectives laid down therein. A public procurement for a customer and partner opinion survey
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and research was held (in Q IV 2021), the aim of which is to identify the opinion (satisfaction)
of VIPA’s customers and partners about the quality of services provided by VIPA, the quality of
work of its employees and structural divisions in order to purposefully plan operating priorities
for further action to achieve the highest level of satisfaction. In order to ensure focus on
customers, VIPA will give priority to the implementation of individual consultations. VIPA’s
experience shows that while these activities are highly resource-intensive, they are successful
because they best meet the needs of customers by helping them plan and implement projects.
Taking into account the results of customer and partner satisfaction surveys with the services
provided by VIPA, the plan is to adjust the marketing strategy in 2022.
The aim is to achieve the total percentage of awareness and satisfaction of VIPA’s customers
and partners with its provided services in Lithuania and abroad of 80%. The indicator is
calculated based on the results of the ongoing customer survey conducted by VIPA.
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3.3. RESOURCES AND FINANCIAL FORECASTS
Financial forecasts have been prepared based on the scope of the programmes currently
being implemented by VIPA (signed programme implementation and financing agreements) and
the planned cash flows from these programmes on the basis of applications received or the
agreements already signed. Also, new programmes planned to be implemented in the nearest
future, planned activities of NPIs and their implementation periods were taken into account in the
preparation of forecasts. The forecasts also reflect the revenue from other services (such as
administration of the limited partnership Energy Efficiency Financing Platform (EEFP) (after the
joining of a new investor in 2021, the name was changed to limited partnership Tvariųjų Išteklių
Plėtros Skatinimas (English: Promoting Development of Sustainable Resources)), interest on loans
disbursed from VIPA’s equity, reimbursement of expenses from EU technical assistance funds (VIPA
implements 2014-2020 projects “Operational Programme Administration” and “Informing on the
Operational Programme”, the costs of which are reimbursed by funds of EU technical assistance
2014-2020), EEFP funds (costs incurred in the administration of EEFP activities (e.g. salaries paid
to employees)) and international project funds.
The management fee for the administration of financial instruments/ funds and financial
intermediation services accounts for the major share of revenue earned by VIPA.
The growth of income in 2022-2024 is associated with the planned increase in the scope of
the programme of renovation (modernization) of multi-apartment buildings. VIPA raised additional
funding to finance this programme:
➢
In May 2017, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and VIPA
signed an agreement on the disbursement of a EUR 50 million loan for the ABMF;
➢
In April 2018, the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Lithuania and VIPA signed an
agreement on the disbursement of a EUR 68 million loan on-lent by the state for the
implementation of goals of the ABMF;
➢
In September 2019, the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Lithuania and VIPA
signed an agreement on the disbursement of a EUR 100 million loan on-lent by the state for the
implementation of goals of the ABMF. In 2020, the agreement was amended, increasing the sum
to EUR 167.5 million;
➢
In August 2021, the ERPB and VIPA signed a second agreement on the disbursement
of the loan of EUR 67.5 million to the ABMF.
The plan is to continue the implementation of the multi-apartment building renovation
(modernization) programme under agreements on loans on-lent by the JESSICA Holding Fund, the
ABMF, the EBRD and the Ministry of Finance.
In August 2021, VIPA's authorized capital was increased to EUR 31 million. VIPA represents
the Republic of Lithuania in the Three Seas Initiative Fund, investing therein EUR 20 million.
Since 2020, VIPA has been providing loans from its equity. Such funding allows for more
flexibility (VIPA’s funding focuses on commercially viable solutions and fills the gap between the
eligibility of costs according to the requirements of public programmes and actual needs of
applicants) to fund applicants’ projects and to apply the one-stop-shop funding model more
efficiently.
In 2022-2024, more active implementation of public infrastructure renovation
(modernization) programmes is planned, increasing flows of disbursements according to the
activities of ENEF, CHF, MBF and WMF being implemented. An agreement on the establishment
and financing of the incentive financial instrument “Installation of Typical Production Buildings in
Free Economic Zones, Industrial Parks and Other Industrial Territories” will be signed by the end
of 2021 (the total contribution amount - EUR 41 million). The plan is to borrow EUR 10 million
from the Council of Europe Development Bank on VIPA’s behalf in 2022, later extending this
funding to EUR 30 million to finance renovation of higher education and vocational training
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infrastructure. Having approved the 2021-2027 action programme, active cooperation with
ministries to develop financial instruments in new sectors is planned.
VIPA will earn a part of its income from the implementation of the programme for renovation
(modernization) of dormitories of schools of higher education and vocational training institutions.
At the time of preparation of financial forecasts, the assets managed by VIPA totalled EUR
318.9 million in its balance sheet:
➢ ABMF – EUR 232.8 million;
➢ JESSICA – EUR 21.9 million;
➢ ENEF – EUR 18.2 million;
➢ CHF – EUR 2.5 million;
➢ MBF – EUR 3.9 million;
➢ WMF - EUR 7.5 million;
➢ LP - EUR 0.2 million;
➢ VIPA – EUR 31.9 million.
Expenses were forecasted given their dependence on the income earned in the previous
periods and taking into consideration specific needs of VIPA. An increase in operating expenses
will be affected by growing scopes of VIPA’s activities in 2022–2024 as well as an increase of
expenses at the rate of inflation (5-7 % per year). VIPA’s structural changes implemented in 2021
will have an impact on increase of salary expenses.
Amounts receivable will affect the growth of VIPA’s non-current assets in 2022 - 2024:
➢ loans granted from own and borrowed funds;
➢ investment in the Three Seas Initiative Fund;
➢ investment in the EEFP (by the end of 2021, the name will be changed to LP Tvariųjų
išteklių plėtros skatinimas).
VIPA’s equity is planned to grow in 2022 – 2024, VIPA’s activities will be profitable and
dividends will be paid to its shareholder (the state).
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Table 9. VIPA’s statement of comprehensive income of 2022 – 2024, EUR thousand
Items

Forecast
for 2021

Forecast for
2022

Forecast for
2023

Forecast for
2024

REVENUE

4.138

5.791

6.311

6.356

Management fee
Multi-apartment building renovation
(modernization) programme
Programme for renovation
(modernization) of dormitories of schools
of higher education and vocational
training institutions
Renovation (modernization) of public
infrastructure
FEZ
Use of VIPA’s equity funds + CEB loan
Revenue from administration of
agreements
Other revenue
Revenue from investing and financing
activities

4.074

5.750

6.150

6.000

3.612

4.691

4.906

4.688

135

128

120

112

268
59

517
414

710
414

786
414

44

12

133

327

8
5

8
15

8
15

9
15

7

6

5

5

EXPENSES

3.201

4.398

5.266

5.391

60
43

125
50

160
75

175
60

108

94

213

2.194

2.848

3.572

3.598

49

50

56

59

274
115
50

460
230
50

500
220
52

460
225
54

16
402

20
457

20
516

20
527

936
136
801

1.393
202
1.191

1.045
152
894

964
140
824

Change in provisions to cover loan losses
Evaluation of applications
Interest on raised funds, fee for loan
agreements
Salaries and other benefits paid to
employees
Maintenance and operation of
administrative premises
Maintenance, depreciation and
amortization of non-current assets
Advisory services
Trainings
Business trips, daily subsistence
allowances
Other general administrative expenses
Profit before tax
Corporate income tax
Net profit
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Table 10. VIPA’s statement of financial position of 2022 – 2024, EUR thousand
Items
ASSETS
Non-current assets
Intangible assets
Non-current tangible assets
Rights to rented property
Investments in securities
Disbursed loans
Shares of associates
Investments in Three Seas Fund
Deferred income tax assets

Forecast
for 2021

Forecast for
2022

Forecast for
2023

Forecast for
2024

733
71
231
3.683
2.861
1.400
7.125
20

987
194
193
3.538
9.298
2.000
16.197
21

936
191
139
2.748
21.105
2.000
20.000
22

879
194
84
3.015
30.163
2.000
20.000
23

16.124

32.427

47.140

56.358

25
50

150
42

55
35

35
25

144

500

1.093

2.200

1.110
16.011
30

1.250
3.831
27

1.200
1.028
25

1.350
1.052
23

Total current assets

17.370

5.800

3.436

4.686

TOTAL ASSETS

33.494

38.227

50.576

61.044

31.001
291
141
924

31.001
337
234
1.415

31.001
407
375
1.032

31.001
490
540
979

32.357

32.987

32.816

33.010

9
130

9
120
4.500

220
17.000

110
26.500

139

4.629

17.220

26.610

30

108
25

94
27

963
30

125
667
136

120
122
202

115
115
152

130
120
140

40

35

38

41

998

612

540

1.424

33.494

38.227

50.576

61.044

Total non-current assets
Current assets
Prepayments
Debts of associations
Current year portion of noncurrent receivables
Other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Deferred expenses

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Capital of the company’s owner
(authorized capital)
Statutory reserve
Special capital reserve
Retained earnings (losses)
Total equity
Non-current liabilities
Provisions for pensions and
similar obligations
Other non-current liabilities
Liabilities to credit institutions
Total non-current liabilities
Current liabilities
Liabilities to credit institutions
Debts to suppliers
Employment relations-related
liabilities
Other amounts payable
Income tax liabilities
Accrued expenses, deferred
income
Total current liabilities
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
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Table 11. VIPA’s statement of cash flows of 2022 – 2024, EUR thousand
Items

Forecast for
2021

Forecast for
2022

Forecast
for 2023

Forecast for
2024

Cash flows from operating activities
Net profit (loss)

801
217

1.191
320

894
598

824
810

(2)

(1)

(1)

(1)

114
(50)

(125)
8

95
7

20
10

170
1.499
(8)

(496)

(543)

(1.257)

3

2

2

(10)

(9)
100

(110)

4.500

12.500

9.500

(5)

2

3

108

(14)

869

14

(5)

(5)

15

(521)

(479)

(57)

(7 )

2

(5)

3

3

Net cash flows from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities

2.374

5.003

13.572

10.681

Acquisition of non-current assets, except for
investments

(563)

(697)

(352)

(335)

780

(297)

(5.824)

(16.080)

(9.081)
(258)

(9.072)
(600)
(16.193)

(15.652)

(9.971)

19.437
(563)
20.000

(991)
(991)

(722)
(722)

(686)
(686)

19.437

(991)

(722)

(686)

Net increase (decrease) in cash flows

9.809

(12.181)

(2.803)

25

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of
the period

6.203

16.012

3.831

1.028

Depreciation and amortization expenses
Decrease (increase) in deferred income tax
assets
Decrease (increase) in prepayments made
Decrease (increase) in debts of group companies
and associates

Decrease (increase) in other receivables
Decrease (increase) in other current investments
Decrease (increase) in deferred expenses and
accrued income
Increase (decrease) in provisions

3
130

Increase (decrease) in other non-current
liabilities
Increase (decrease) in non-current liabilities to
credit institutions
Increase (decrease) in current debts to suppliers
and prepayments received
Increase (decrease) in current liabilities to
credit institutions

5

Increase (decrease) in employment relationsrelated liabilities
Increase (decrease) in other amounts payable and
liabilities
Increase (decrease) in accrued expenses and
deferred income

Other increase in cash flows from investing
activities
Disbursement/ repayment of loans
Rights to assets leased
Investment in the Three Seas Fund
Investment in LP

Net cash flows from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Cash flows related to owners of the Company
Payment of dividends
Increase of the authorized capital
Cash flows related to other sources of financing
Net cash flows from financing activities
Impact of exchange rate changes on the balance
of cash and cash equivalents

(548)
(2.131)
(236)
(7.125)
(1.400)
(12.003)
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Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the
period

16.011

3.831

1.028

1.052

Table 122. Planned cash flows by financing programme, EUR thousand
Year

Forecast
for 2021

Multi-apartment building renovation (modernization)
programme
Receipt of contributions
141 000
Repayment of contributions
(20 638)
Disbursements
(92 962)
Receivable share of the loan
9 309
Receivable interest
3 006
Receivable state support
20 058
Management fee
3 669

Use of VIPA’

qu

Forecast
for 2023

Forecast for
2024

84 500
(45 556)
(87 002)
8 640
4 598
40 006
4 727

0
(24 706)
(7 158)
13 073
7 478
15 178
4 906

0
(16 602)
0
14 293
7 034
0
4 688

722
340
135

724
318
128

766
296
120

789
273
112

0
(7 566)
217
0
268

23 622
(29 145)
437
39
517

9 242
(15 385)
1 153
228
710

0
0
1 247
245
786

(2 839)
474
44

(5 996)
144
12

(13 129)
500
133

(9 587)
979
327

31 050

0

10 350

0

0
0
0
59

(5 037)
0
45
414

(8 836)
0
302
414

(9 050)
0
360
414

Programme for renovation (modernization) of
dormitories of higher education and vocational
training institutions
Receivable share of the loan
Receivable interest
Management fee
Renovation (modernization) of public
infrastructure
Receipt of contributions
Disbursements
Receivable share of the loan
Receivable interest
Management fee

Forecast
for 2022

fu d + CEB loan

Disbursements
Receivable share of the loan
Receivable interest
FEZ
State budget fund paid to the financial
instrument
Disbursements
Receivable share of the loan
Receivable interest
Management fee

INVESTMENTS AND FINANCING PLANS
VIPA procures goods, services and works in accordance with the Law on Public Procurement
of the Republic of Lithuania and the approved VIPA’s Public Procurement Management Procedure.
In 2021, VIPA upgraded its hardware, improved loan administration, public procurement and
accounting systems in pursuit of making its activities more efficient. The uploading of the
investment portfolio data of the multi-apartment house modernization fund to the information
administration VIPA IS was completed. The development of VIPA IS functionalities is planned to
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improve customer information and expand process automation. In order to improve document
management processes and structure activities, a technological platform with document
management and business process / task management capabilities will be implemented in 2022.
Improvement of IT systems and software is planned in 2022-2024, planning to increase information
business management and accounting system administration and functionalities, and to upgrade
hardware.

Table 133. Planned capital investments, EUR thousand
Non-current assets
to be acquired
IT systems,
software,
licenses*
PCs
Office
equipment
Inventory,
furniture
and interior
elements,
other

Forecasted
investments in
2021

Forecasted
investments in
2022

Forecasted
investments in
2023

Forecasted
investments in
2024

Source
of
funds

509

521

280

250

Company’s funds

26

53

45

50

Company’s funds

12

45

15

20

16

78

12

15

Company’s funds

Company’s funds

*calculation of amortization of the IT system being developed starts having signed deeds of acceptance of works and launch. In
2023, a reduction in intangible assets will be affected by growing amortization amounts and write-off of obsolete software.

Office equipment, hardware, office furniture and inventory will be upgraded to replace
technologically obsolete equipment with more advanced one, without calculating benefits of
the return on investment.
VIPA does not plan or make any investments that would be attributed to investment projects.
VIPA’s investments will be designated for replacing its existing non-current assets (software,
hardware, furniture, etc.) with other equivalent assets, their upgrade and replenishment. These
investments are not considered investment projects, and return on investment is not assessed.

4. INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEM
Given the fact that VIPA was delegated the performance of NPI activities and was included
in the list of NPIs by Resolution No. 1046 of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania of 17
October 2019, it must ensure the requirements of the Bank of Lithuania set for the internal
control system of NPIs. Therefore, VIPA’s internal control of operations ensures a reliable and
well-functioning internal control system, minimizing risks related to the business environment,
VIPA’s ongoing processes and management information. The following elements constitute the
internal control of operations created by VIPA:
➢ proper organizational structure, which allows ensuring the separation of functions,
and vertical and horizontal links of responsibility;
➢ proper internal information system and management’s information system, which
allows making decisions in a timely manner;
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➢ responsibility and competence of employees;
➢ double internal control of operating procedures;
➢ risk control and risk management;
➢ internal control procedures;
➢ assessment of the internal control system and the elimination of the identified
deficiencies, if any.
VIPA pays a particular attention to maintaining a proper internal control environment. An
operating environment fostered by top-level executives encourages employees to adhere to
strict ethical standards, and a work environment has been created for all employees that
emphasizes the importance of internal control.
In pursuit of internal control objectives, VIPA has implemented dual internal control of
operational procedures. Material events related to the assessment of applications, the adoption
of investment decisions, the disbursement of financing are checked before making them, with
dual control of operational procedures. VIPA’s procedures and other internal legislation set out
the rules for the implementation of the control of dual procedures and the requirements for
the registration of related records. Dual internal control is used in all cases where there is an
increased possibility of error, subjectivity, bias or another risk factor.
To ensure the allocation and separation of functions and responsibilities, VIPA's widely
used task allocation matrices enable the identification and monitoring of the interactions
between the responsibilities assigned to employees and the tasks performed.
VIPA employs highly competent qualified specialists and experts in respective fields. An
objective, clear and regulated employee selection system in place and qualification
requirements for candidates that meet the requirements for the position ensure strong
competence of employees. VIPA ensures professional development of employees and
continuous strengthening of competencies. VIPA promotes employee involvement through an
annual evaluation of employee performance based on clear criteria. The results of the
employee performance evaluation influence changes in the amount of employees' salaries and
allow to identify the need for additional competencies and professional development.
The effective risk management system implemented by VIPA and recommended by
international experts is based on the structure and processes of the three-level defence model.
More detailed information on the risk management system in place in VIPA is available in Section
5.
Control procedures are evaluated on a regular basis to ensure that they assure proper
control of structural divisions, protection of assets, compliance with established restrictions,
information of managers, separation of functions, financial control, etc. Effectiveness of
internal control is also evaluated regularly. These evaluations are performed by an internal
auditor in accordance with standards of professional ethics.
The independence of an internal auditor is ensured by VIPA’s organizational structure the internal auditor reports directly to and is accountable to the VIPA’s Supervisory Board. Also,
the internal auditor is not involved in VIPA’s management, in the organization and performance
of the functions assigned to VIPA, does not make management or organizational decisions, does
not participate in internal control procedures and other activities that may or could violate the
principle of independence.

5. RISK AND ITS MANAGEMENT
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VIPA has an implemented internal control system which complies with and is supported
by the implementation of the requirements for internal control set out in the Law on Financial
Institutions, the Description of Internal Control Requirements for National Promotional
Institutions, and is improved by recommendations on pillar assessment provided by Ernst &
Young, good work practice of NPIs and financial institutions (banks) of other European countries
and recommendations of the internal auditor.
For comprehensive risk supervision and management, VIPA has established a Risk
Management Department with the Credit Risk Management Division and the Operational Risk
Management Division.
The Credit Policy and the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Prevention Policy
approved by resolutions of VIPA’s Board with a consent of VIPA’s Supervisory Board, also
Procedure of Risk Management, Customer Credit Assessment, Project Risk Management,
Operational Risk Management and Customer Liability Guarantee Evaluation govern risk
management at VIPA. The paragraphs below present their application in detail.
Taking into account VIPA’s operational guidelines, strategic objectives and shareholder
expectations, an integral part of the implementation of VIPA's operational strategy in 2021 –
the risk appetite together with a description - a set of acceptable and tolerable indicators
reflecting various operational risks, which is used as a basis for measuring VIPA’s operating
success with general strategic indicators, has been developed. VIPA assesses application of
limits limiting risk periodically, presenting the VIPA’s Supervisory Board with results of the
assessment.
In assessing financial and market risks, the company invests its free funds in accordance
with the procedures for investing free funds and the procedure for investing financial assets
and managing financial risk. Unlike in the case of credit institutions, the main risks are related
to credit operations, long-term asset and liability management, while short-term liquidity or
market risks are less relevant (VIPA does not have a trading book).
In managing the risk, VIPA aims to implement best banking practices taking into account
the scale and complexity of VIPA’s activities, create a risk-based operating culture and
environment in all key areas of activity. Risk management is understood as a proactive and
continuous process that is implemented through three lines of defence. The first line of defence
is business divisions responsible for observing the set limits and restrictions when giving credits,
the second line involves the risk management and compliance function developing the risk
management and control system, controlling implementation, advising on risk management
issues and ensuring compliance, while the third is internal audit, when the adequacy and
effectiveness of VIPA’s risk management and internal control is independently and objectively
assessed, providing recommendations and encouraging continuous improvement.
In the scope of operational risk management, customer identification is one of the key
measures to prevent money laundering and terrorist financing. The services provided by VIPA
are related to incentive financing, where knowing the customer is important not only for
ensuring money laundering prevention, but is also a part of secure and reliable financing,
therefore VIPA always identifies and verifies the identity of the customer and the beneficiary
in accordance with legal requirements. VIPA does not establish business relationships or provide
services to persons whose identities cannot be identified.
So far, all VIPA’s customers fall within the low MLTF risk category. Currently, the
collection and verification of each new customers is controlled by specialists of the Operational
Risk Management Division of the Risk Management Department. Before submitting an
application for consideration of the Loan and Guarantee Committee, they periodically review
the quality of customer identification and customer awareness and report any deficiencies for
elimination.
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Other operational risks, including transaction risks, are also consistently identified and
monitored, and significant risk mitigation measures are planned, completing the risk register
on the basis of which measures are taken to reduce the probable impact of significant risk
factors.
After VIPA has become an NPI, it has sought to establish a risk management structure,
reviewing risk management processes for the purpose of credit risk, making the existing ones
more efficient and introducing new ones, taking into account new measures that are still being
developed. VIPA pays great attention to the process of comprehensive customer assessment,
structuring the lending limit system, estimating expected losses in accordance with
International Accounting Standards, and implementing a monitoring and supervision and
reporting system that will help to more effectively monitor changes in risk and make timely
strategic decisions. An updated statistical modelling-based model for rating VIPA’s customers
meeting the requirements of calculation of the internal rating-based capital needs in line with
requirements of the Capital Requirements Directive and the Regulation will be implemented
along with the pricing model in 2022, also reviewing VIPA's creditworthiness assessment
procedures and updating them as necessary.
Although it has not been doing that so far, VIPA will periodically (at least once per year)
assess capital requirements based on the requirements for credit institutions to ensure that
VIPA's capital is sufficient to cover not only expected but also unexpected losses.

6. CORRUPTION PREVENTION
Pursuant to the VIPA’s Anti-Corruption Policy, targeted corruption prevention has been
implemented by the Corruption Prevention Coordination and Control Working Group in place,
according to the annually developed Anti-Corruption and Fraud Prevention Plan. The AntiCorruption Policy developed and updated as needed and VIPA’s action plan aims to:
➢ reduce the identified likelihood of manifestation of corruption;
➢ improve the organization of anti-corruption measures;
➢ increase knowledge of employees and their intolerance to potential corruption and
unethical behaviour in VIPA and the society;
➢ increase the confidence of VIPA’s stakeholders (customers and suppliers, the public,
the shareholder and investors) in the transparency of activities of VIPA as a state-owned
enterprise;
➢ increase the availability of transparent and relevant information on VIPA’s activities.

7. WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION
In order to implement provisions of the Law on Whistleblower Protection, the Rules of
Administration of Information on Violations Received by VIPA were approved by Order No.
2021/9-28 of the CEO of 24 March 2021. These Rules formed the basis for developing and
implementing a secure and confidential channel for providing information on violations, which
persons who have information on any violations of legal acts being committed or already
committed by VIPA, a violation of work discipline, professional ethics standards or other
violation can use to report directly to VIPA. Individuals have been provided with the opportunity
to provide information on violations in the following ways: I) directly coming to VIPA, II) mailing
a letter to VIPA's registered office by mail, III) on VIPA’s website, under the section “Reporting
violations and corruption prevention” completing a free-form report; also IV) by e-mail
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pazeidimai@vipa.lt created specifically for this purpose. The Rules of Administration of
Information on Violations and the form of a violation report approved by Resolution No. 1133
of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania of 14 November 2018 “On the Implementation
of the Law on Whistleblower Protection of the Republic of Lithuania”, contact details of the
employee appointed to perform the functions of a competent entity and recommended methods
for reporting information on violations are also available on VIPA’s website.

8. DECLARING PRIVATE INTERESTS
The Law on Reconciliation of Public and Private Interests and the internal procedures
approved by the CEO of VIPA provide for the management of conflicts of interest, measures to
avoid conflicts of interest, ensure that all decisions are taken independently and without
influence, pressure, encouragement or another unlawful interest, and acting in such a way as to
leave no doubt that such a conflict exists. On 23 June 2021, a list of positions that must declare
interests in accordance with the procedure laid down in the Law on Reconciliation of Public and
Private Interests was updated by Order No. 2021 / 9-58 of the CEO “Regarding the approval of the
list of positions that must submit declarations of private interests” was updated. The following
persons must submit their declaration of private interests by electronic means: the CEO, Directors
of areas, the members of the Supervisory Board and the Board, heads of structural divisions,
members of the Loan and Guarantee Committee, the Internal Auditor and persons involved in
public procurement procedures. All these persons have submitted their declarations of public and
private interests by electronic means in accordance with the procedure established by legal acts.
In accordance with existing VIPA’s internal procedures, responsible persons involved in decisionmaking withdraw from consideration of an issue and decision-making thereon in the face of a
threat to public and private interests by submitting a declaration of withdrawal.

9. PRINCIPLES OF ASSESSMENT OF THE STRATEGIC PLAN, ITS IMPROVEMENT
AND SUPPORT
The strategic plan of the company is an important document, which helps the company to
identify strategic directions, tasks and measures, to understand the direction in which the
company is headed, to stay on course and to faster achieve the goals set. The strategic plan also
serves as a tool for assessing the performance of the company. Therefore, VIPA’s strategic planning
process is understood as a continuous process consisting of four stages: planning, implementation,
evaluation of results and improvement of the strategy.
In order to ensure the fulfilment of the objectives and indicators set out in the strategic
plan, to assess if they correctly reflect the performance results of the company, the evaluation
indicators and their achieved values are analysed periodically, at least once per quarter.
In order to ensure successful implementation of the strategic plan and to assess whether the
tasks set are being implemented and the measures are being properly carried out, the plan is to
review the strategic plan at the end of the calendar year. The review and preparation of the
strategic plan should be done together with the preparation of the annual budget.
The strategic planning document and its implementation is monitored in accordance with
the action plan laid down in Annex No. 1.
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Annex No. 1

Actions
1. Review of the current situation
of the strategic plan

2. Strategic session

Detailed actions

Strategic planning group
(VIPA’s management)

By 1 May

1.2. Proposals of the Board /
Supervisory Board regarding the
strategic plan
1.3. Decision-making regarding the
strategic plan

Board

By 15 May

Strategic planning group
(VIPA’s management,
department managers)
CEO

By 1 June

2.1. Discussion of directions of VIPA
activities in the upcoming 3 years,
analysis of development opportunities
with the Board and the Supervisory
Board
2.2. Holding a strategic session

3.1. Summary of information presented
in a strategic session
3.2. Coordination of a draft strategic
plan
3.3. Presentation of a draft strategic
plan to the Board
3.4. Presentation of a draft strategic
plan to the Supervisory Board
3.5. Adjustment of a draft strategic
plan according to comments of the
Board and the Supervisory Board
3.6. Approval of a draft strategic plan

4. Coordination of a draft strategic
plan with the Management
Coordination Centre (VKC)

5. Approval of a strategic plan

Planned
completion
date each
year

1.1. Analysis of the current situation,
its review in the working group

2.3. Drawing a strategic matrix,
detailing annual plans
3. Preparation of a draft strategic
plan and its presentation to the
Supervisory Board

Executor / responsible
department

4.1. Presentation of a draft strategic
plan to the Management Coordination
Centre (VKC)
4.2. Adjustment of a draft strategic
plan in light of the comments made
5.1. Approval of a strategic plan

6. Presentation of a strategic plan to 6.1. Presentation of the strategic plan
the Management Coordination Centre approved by the Supervisory Board to
(VKC)
the Management Coordination Centre
(VKC)
7. Submission of a strategic plan and 7.1. Strategic plan approved by the
its presentation to VIPA’s employees Supervisory Board is presented to
VIPA’s employees for familiarization
8. Review of indicators of the
8.1. Quarterly review of indicators of
strategic plan
the strategic plan and the
measurement of the achieved indicator
values
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By 1 August

Strategic planning group
(VIPA’s management,
department managers)
Strategic planning group
(VIPA’s management,
department managers)
Business Development
Department

By 1
September

Strategic planning group
(VIPA’s management,
department managers)
Business Development
Department
CEO

By 15 October

Business Development
Department

By 15 October

VIPA’s Supervisory
Board
Business Development
Department

By 15
November

Business Development
Department
VIPA’s Supervisory
Board

By 20
December

Business Development
Department

By 15 January

CEO

By 1 February

Organization
Development
Department

By the end of
the second
month of the
current
quarter for

By 1
September
By 15
September

By 30 October
By 15 October

By 15
November

By 31
December

VIPA’S STRATEGIC ACTIVITY PLAN FOR 2022-2024

Actions

Detailed actions

Executor / responsible
department

Planned
completion
date each
year
the previous
quarter

9. Presentation of the interim report
on the implementation of the
strategic plan for the previous year
(interim report)

10. Presentation of the annual
report on the implementation of
the strategic plan for the previous
year (annual report)

8.2. Quarterly review of indicators of
the strategic plan and the presentation
of the achieved indicator values to the
Board
8.3. Presentation of the indicator
results of the strategic plan to VIPA’s
Supervisory Board

Organization
Development
Department

9.1. Preparation of the interim report
on the implementation of the strategic
plan for the previous half-year (interim
report)
9.2. Approval of the interim report on
the implementation of the strategic
plan for the previous half-year (interim
report)
9.3. Presentation of results of the
strategic plan to the Supervisory Board
10.1. Preparation of the annual report
on the implementation of the strategic
plan for the previous year (annual
report)
10.2. Approval of the annual report on
the implementation of the strategic
plan for the previous year (annual
report)
10.3. Presentation of annual results of
the strategic plan to VIPA’s Supervisory
Board

Organization
Development
Department

10.4. Annual report on the
implementation of the strategic plan
presented to the Management
Coordination Centre (VKC) (annual
report)
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CEO

By the end of
the quarter
for the
previous
quarter
By the end of
the quarter
for the
previous
quarter
By 1
September

VIPA’s Board

By 1
September

CEO

By 15
September

Organization
Development
Department

By 1 March

VIPA’s Board

By 15 March

CEO

By 15 April

Organization
Development
Department

By 15 May

